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The Opening· of the Russian Post in China 
Dr RAYMOND CASEY 

'lhe opening of Olina to~ ccmmmicatioo. with Russia is a loo.g saga and nuch work needs to 
be done before the story can be told in full. Research is made difficult by the great rarity of 
material fran the early years. Much of the Crlnese archives was lost during the Boxer Rebellioo. 
of 1900 and later disturbances (Ping-wen Sieh, 1977), wile many lhtssian r~ are locked away 
in archives and libraries not easy of acoess to students outside the USSR. 

'lhis article deals with the catplicated events leading to the setting up of Russian post offices 
in Olina proper and the markings used by them during the first decade of their existence. Many 
knotty points are brought to light, a few threads are unravelled, others rstain stubbornly coo.
voluted. All tOC? frequently misinfonnatioo., rather than lack of infonnatim, was found to have 
given an extra twist to the knot. Where I, too, have been led to exercise imaginatioo., fact and 

fancy are clearly distinguished. 

Tchilinghirian and stel,ilen's hallowed tane 'stamps of the Russian &npire used ~road' (i;m:t 4, 
1959) is the major reference book for the lhtssian post in Olina. 'lhese authors coo.sidered that 
prior to the opening of Imperial Russian post offices in 1870 a dual organisatioo existed aloo.g 
the lines of the Chinese system, viz: 

1. A Russian ~t Postal Service bebleen Kyakhta and Peking, with a Postal Agency at Peking 

(1858? - 1870) dealing with official and ecclesiastical mail. 'lhis correspooded to the highly 
organised Crlnese governnent mail service, the I-Olan. 

2. Russian private postal services, operated by Russian Merchants' Q.ti.lds in various towns of 
Olina and M::>ngolia (1863-1870), paralleled by the Chinese 'Letter Hcngs' (Letter Carrying Canpanies, 
collectively known as the Min-Qiu). 

In the light of subsequent research these coo.clusioo.s must be drastically roodified. A ~ service 
to and fran Olina, open to the general piblic, had been set up by the Imperial Russian Postal lld
ministratioo as early as 1865 and for many years this ran in parallel with the private posts of the 
Russian merchants, until at least 1871. 'lhe Russian Government Postal Service functioo.ed oo. a fonnal 
basis fran 1728 and there is reason to believe that it survived loog after 1870. 

As for the cancellatioo.s used in Russia's Olina offices, with the benefit of another 30 years col
lecting and study, we may marvel that the changes in classificatim required are not nore drastic. 
Nevertheless, Peking's 'Type 1' is believed to be bogus1 Tientsin's 'Types 1 and 2' are shown to be 
in the wraig order1 Olefoo needs a new 'Type 1' and the same may be inferred for Slanghai (and 

perhaps also Hankow). Kalgan aloo.e canes out unscathed because next to nothing in the way of material 
is known fran the first decade of its operatioo.. To avoid coo.fusioo. the classificatioo. of Tchilin
ghirian and stei;:ilen will be retained in this article. 

Historically, the Russian postal organisation in Olina was developed in b«I !X)ases. '1he offices at 
Tientsin, Peking and Kalgan (and Urga in M:,ngolia) were strung aloo.g the ancient lines of diplanatic 
ccmmmicatioo. and the route of the trade caravans. '!heir existence was the culminatim of a slow 
developnent over the centuries. By oanparisoo., the Russian post offices in the Treaty Ports of 
Olefoo, Shanghai and Hankow sprang up alnost overnight. 'lhis organisatioo. will therefore be consid
ered under b«I headings. 

THE DIPLOMATIC AND TRADE ROAD 

Russian Goven1ment Postal Service (1728-(1875)-? 

'lhis is a matter of Evolutioo. rather than Special Creatioo.. Exchanges of diplanatic dispatches 
bebleen M::>scow/st Petersb.u:g and Peking had taken place fran early times and no doubt became nore 
frequent after the Treaty of Nerchinsk (1689) had laid the base for friendly relatioo.s. Because 
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the runners were easily waylaid and robbed, however, at the end of the 17th century it was 
forl>idden to carry official correspcndence en foot. It was not until 1728, '1ltben the gains made 
at Nerchinsk had been cxnsolidated by the Treaty of ICyakhta (1727), that Russian government 
postal links with China were put oo a secure basis. K:>unted oooriers followed the 'tea road' 
fran the Siberian border post of ICyakhta through the Mongolian capital of Urga and thence across 
the Gobi Desert to Kalgan and en to Peking, where Russia had by now an Elnbassy and an Orthodox 
M:xlastery. 

According to Tchilinghirian and stepien, this service was in the hands of the Clrlnese, through 
the I-0lan, and Russia was not allowed .to run her own postal couriers until 1858. Russian liter
ature (eg, Anal., 1905), en the other hand, speaks of Russian oooriers operating fran 1728. 

In 1858 a new agreement between Russia and China was CC11cluded in Tientsin, reaffirming Russia's 
right to run a postal service for the needs of her official institutions. '1he oooriers were 
acc:x:qanied by an anned guard and were now obliged to travel once a m::nth and to take no nore 
than 15 days for the joumey fran Peking to Xyakhta. It is uncertain whether this service was 
wholly indepeooent or whether fran the mid-1860s the Ebbassy bags were entrusted to the same 
Chinese and Mongolian CC11tractors handling the Russian State post. 

Tchilinghirian and stepien assuned that cnce the State post office had opened in 1870, the Russian 
Government (Elnbassy, Consular) post came to an end. Here we open a new can of \\'ODIIS. '!his canes 
in the shape of a remai:kable oorrespondence fran China to &lrope offered in the aucticn sales of 
George Alevizos of California. '!his oorrespcndence indicates that the Russian government post 
ccntinued well after 1870. Furthentm'e, it suggests that it was not the prerogative of Russian 
Embassy and Church circles, but was open to privileged outsiders. 

IDt 620 in the sale of 27 October 1977 featured a cover and C1C11tents franked with an Austrian 
lCkr tied by a Vienna date-stanp and addressed to France. '1he letter is in French and has a 
Peking dateline of 1875. It CIClltains the following illminating passage: 

"I:b not be surprised to see oo this letter Viennese postage stamps. I am sending 
in the winter all my 'packets' by the Russian oourier free to st Petersb.u:g and 
fran there they are sent to Vienna" [ translaticn]. 

'!his itan is shown in fig.l. An earlier part of the correspondence appeazed in a later sale and 
has been illustrated elsewhere (casey, 19881. 'Ibis, too, is franked with Austrian stamps. '!he 
letter is written in a mixture of French and Ehglish to the same addressee when she W:ts resident 
at lee, Kent, Ehgland. '1he dateline is Hong Kong 29 January 1875 and denonstrates an even i:oore 

incredible route. OJr dealer member Mr Dragan Udovicic tells me that similar items fran Peking, 

franked with Austrian stamps of the period, have passed through his hands. Infonnatioo concerning 
the whereabouts of these covers, and the original of fig.l, is eamestly requested. 

If the writer of these two letters had been a Russian official ooe 'WOUld have expected the 
Russian language to have been used en the address pmel. Chances are that he was an &lropean 
with ecclesiastical or diplanatic ocrmecticns. We do not know whether he sent his letters fran 
Hong Kalg to Peking through a Russian Consular office, or whether he was able to nake use of the 
extensive network of oouriers developed by the Russian Merdlants' G.ti.lds. illat is nore pizzling 
is why these letters were not franked with Russian stamps en arrival in st Petersb.u:g and why 
they had to be directed to Vienna before being put into the no:r:mal post. Possibly the writer was 
an Austro-HUngarian official allowed to transmit his private correspondence through Russian 
dipl.anatic channels, whence it was handed over to his own Ebbassy in st Petersburg. At all events, 
these two letters serve to show that a whole new page in the history of the Russian post in China 
remains to be written. 

Private Posts of the Russian Merdlants' G.ti.lds/Grant's Post (1863-71) 

'!he terms of the Russo-Chinese Treaty of Tientsin (June 1958) were augmented by an Additiooal 
Treaty of Peking (November 1860) rewaming Russia with territory alcng the Pacific seaboard and 
enhancing her political influence. '!he provisicns of the new treaty freed Russian merchants fran 
depemence en the Min-Chu and permitted than to organise a postal service for transport of their 
letters and merchandise at their own expense. 'Ibey were allowed to send special oouriers between 
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Fig.1 Cover Peking to Falaise, France, 1875, by Russian Governnent Post across China, 
Plongolia and Siberia to St Petersburg; thence to Vienna, lltlere put in ordinary post 
with Austrian 10kr. (Courtesy fflr G. Alevizos). 

~. 

' . 

Peking and Kyakhta cnly oo.ce every two m::nths. 'lhis was quite inadequate for their business needs 
and it was not until June 1863 that m:>re acceptable schedules were secured oo. the initiative of 
the K'yakhta Tea Merchants' Grl.ld. '!he private posts of the Russian Grl.lds were then placed on a 
viable footing. 

'!he main artery of oc:rrmmication ran fran Tientsin to K'yakhta, with Kalhan, near the Cltlna/Mcngolia 
border, as the point of exchange. '!he post ran twice a m::nth and delivered newspapers, journals 
and letters in packets up to 1 pood (36 Ehglish pouoos) in weight. Mail is said to have been taken 
fran Kyakhta to Urga by Russian caravans, and fran Urga to Kalgan by Mongolian cx:ntractors, Olinese 
cx:ntractors oovering the Kalgan-Peking and Peking-Tientsin legs of the journey. Mail was carried 
free of charge for Grl.ld l'IIE!l'lilers: non""11lf3llbers had to pay a fee - 30k per lot (12.8 gr.) for letters, 
m:>re for parcels and newspapers according to weight. stamps were not used. In the absence of any 
material for study, we know nothing of the markings, if any, applied to mail delivered by these 
private posts. Up to mid-1865 letters for destinations outside Cltlna and Mcngolia \Olld need to 
have been fed into the State postal system via K'yakhta and the agropriate postage paid in Russian 
stang;is. After that date, presumably the Russian State postal agencies in Tientsin, Peking, Kalgan 
and Urga \Olld have accepted such letters, though it is impossible to say '1dlat arrangements were 
made for franking and cancelling them. 

Starting in 1866, a private postal service between Kyakhta and Tientsin was organised for foreign 
firms by an Ehglishman named Grant (Blekhman, 1964). Cama.mications were opened each year oo. 1st 
March and closed at the end of Noventier. Deliveries were made fran four to six times a m::nth in 
both directions. By 1870 this had been stei;ped up to ten times a m::nth. 

It is not clear \\bather Grant's post was run on behalf of the Merchants' Grl.lds or as a oanple
mentary cx:ncern. In any case, all such private enterprise was made redumant \\hen the fully
functiooing offices of the Imperial Russian Postal Mninistration opened .their doors in March/ 
April 1870. Grant's post ceased to operate fran 1/13 May 1871. 

Imperial Russian Postal Mn:inistration (1865-1920) 

1865 was a milestoo.e in the developnent of Russia's postal links with Cltlna. In July of that year 
the first plblic service between the two oountries was inaugurated by the Russians (Delo Pochtovago 
Departmenta, VI otdel., 1 stola, 1865, No.26). Rates were laid down for the cx:nveyance of all 
classes of mail to Urga, Kalgan, Peking and Tientsin via Kyakhta. '!he service was proposed initially 
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for an experimental period of three years, for which the state Treasury gave an annual sum of 
19,000 rubles. Light mail (up to 1 pood) ~s delivered four times a roonth in both directions and 
heavy mail, incl\Xiing cash and merchandise, up to 25 poods, once a roonth. blgolian and Otinese 
contractors were employed, using camels for hea~ mail, escorted by a Cossack guard, and horses 
and donkeys for light mail. 

'!he road through _the Gobi Desert was loog and hard. Very often the post was delayed and at times 
failed to arrive. Doubtless the teething troubles experienced by the Russian state post contri
buted to Grant's successful launch of his private post in 1866. l'llatever its shortcanings, the 
residents of Heng Kong were inpatient to benefit fran the Russian connectioo and petitiooed the 
Postmaster-General, the Duke of bltrose to that effect. His Grace was moved to reply that in his 
opinioo " ••• the arrangements for the conveyance of correspondence to Otina, overland, by way of 
st Petersburg, are not yet sufficiently matured to render it advisable to forward letters fran 
Ehgland by that route" (Anal., 1867). Nevertheless, it was not loog before this service became 
available to the British plblic. Postal Notice No.4 of 1867 announced it as follows: 

Letters to the North of Otina via Russia 

Informatioo has been received fran the Prussian Post Office that Letters can be sent 
via Russia to the following places in Otina, viz.: Pekin, Kalgan, Tientsin and Urga. 

Letters intended to be sent by that route should be posted early enough to admit of 
their being forwarded fran Ialdoo. by the Night Mail of Friday or !ot>nday, in order 
that they may reach st Petersburg in time for despatch by the Mail for Otina, leaving 
st Petersburg on TUesday and Friday. 

'!he Letters Imlst be specially aah'essed ''via st Petersburg", and they will be 
chargeable with the following rates of postage, which rates must be prepaid: 
(then follows a table of rates, with letters to Peking, Kalgan and Tientsin 
costing a uniform rate - one shilling and ninepence per½ oz - with those to 
Urga a little cheaper - one shilling and bopence per½ oz. Registratioo was 
fourpence extra) • 

According to the British Consul at st. Petersburg, at that time the ordinary post between Kyakhta 
and Peking travelled four times a roonth oo the following dates: fran Kyakhta on the 5th, 12th, 
19th and 26th; fran Peking on the 4th, 11th, 20th and 27th (Anon., 1867). 

'!here is at present a state of utter ignorance concerning the ooo.ditiCl'lS under which the state 
posi:@l agencies in Otina operated between 1865 and 1870. Presumably they stocked Rus113ian stamps, 
though even this is uncertain. Having passed its probationary period and now patrooised by foreign 
administratiCl'lS, this experimental service was deemed a success. en 23 March/4 April the agencies 
in Urga, Kalgan, Peking and Tientsin were converted to post offices by the Imperial Russian Postal 
Administratioo. 
'!he rates charged for mail fran Russia to destinatioos in Otina were at first very high oanpared 
with danestic rates. Even as late as August 1875 it cost as much as 18k for an ordinary letter to 
Urga and 38k for a similar letter to Kalgan, Peking and Tientsin (Circular No.4, Po Pochtovanu 
Vedanstw). '!he danestic (internal) rate to Russian offices in Urga, Kalgan, Peking and Tientsin 
did not cane into force until 1892 (Postal Dept. Circular No.16, 17 February 1892). en the other 
hand, Tchilinghirian and stepien (1959, p.339) and Blekhman (1964, p.58) say that fran 1870 mail 
frail the Russian P.O.s in Otina paid Cl'lly the Russian danestic rate. '!his was 10k per lot in 1870, 
reduced to 8k in 1875 and 7k in 1879. EKtant material confi:cms this - at least fran the latter 
part of 1877. '!he Cl'lly relevant earlier item is the cover fran Tientsin to Ehgland (fig.5) \fflich 
paid a rate of 46k. Here is another Otinese pizzle. 

CANCELIATICNS 

Nobody knows what cancellatiCl'lS were used by Russia's nascent postal _agencies in Kalgan, Peking 
and Tientsin (1865-1870). Perhaps no canc:ellatiCl'lS were used at all. During this period mail for 
Russia and beyond may have been simply bagged up unfranked and uncancelled and taken all the way 
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across fblgolia to be dealt with at Kyakhta. '!his is what is thought to have hagiened with the 
private p:,sts of the period. 

'1he gap in tile record extends to the first few years after these agencies had been replaced by 
full-blown post offices (1870-75), there being nothing known f:ran these offices prior to April 
1875. 

'!banks to the preservatioo of the Tung-Fu-Yu hoard of covers and those of other Otlnese finns 
doing b.lsiness with Peking f:ran Urga, we know that in the late 1870s the first cancellations used 
by the Russian P.O. in the M:Jngolian capital were simple pen- or brush-strokes, occasiaially the 
word 'Urga' was written across the stanq:>. It is perfectly feasible that this was the method of 
cancellatioo originally emplayed in the Russ;ian offices in Otlna also. Alas, we have nothing 
OCJlplrable to the Tung-Fu-Yu corresp:ndence to illlmlinate the situatioo in Peking at that time. 
'!here is thus a lost decade (mid-1865 to early 1875) characterised by the total absence of · 
Russian postal material of Otlnese provenance. Total ••• ? A tantalising glimpse of what":might 
have been is shown by the stanp illustrated in fig.2. 'lhis is a 30k of the 1865 issue (SG 17) 
bearing a manuscript Cyrillic 'Pe' with a portioo of the date below, in thick black ink. It is 
tempting to suggest that a handwritten and dated PEXIN' once tied this stamp to its cover. 
Peooing the discovery of sanething ll0re substantial, this item should be considered a candidate 
'space-filler' for the missing chapter in the Russo-Otlnese saga. 

Tchilinghirian and stepien•s 'Type 1' of Peking (1959, p.343) was described as a single line PEJCIN' 
of dimensions 32¼ x Smn. It was based en an example illustrated by Dr L.S. Snegireff (1948, p.36, 
fig.3). When the Snegireff oollection was broken up this piece was acquired by the late Dr J.D. 
Riddell, who showed it to me for an opinion. It is on a piece bearing what was originally a 
vertical strip of three or 110re oopies of the 7k carmine and grey (SG 31). Across the stamps the 
word PEI<IN' has been painted in black, occupying about 5Cmn lengthwise. '!he work is amateurish 
and the Cyrillic letters 'i' and 'n' are scarcely reproduced, apparently having partially flaked 
off. Snegireff himself gave no details about this cancellation, merely citing it as an example 
of an early straight-line mark. Canparison of illustration and original (figs.3a-c) shows the 
great artistic licence taken by Snegireff. Moreover, since other figures 6n the same page are 
obviously m.JCh reduced, it is inoanprehensible why the authors of 'Russia used Abroad' assuned 
this ooe to be in natural she. Snegireff had given substance to the ghostly ' i ' and •n• in the 
word PEJCIN'; Tchilinghirian and ste.r;nen strengthened them further to give the neat finish shown 
in their fig.463 (1959, p.343). I have little doubt that this 'Type l' "cancellation" of Peking 
is bogus. '!his view is sustained by the original artist's use of stamps not issued m1til 1879, by 
which time regular postmarks had long been in service in the Peking office. '1he historic Snegireff 
piece is now in the oollection of M. Li.r;nschutz. 

'1he first handstamped postmark that can be ascribed to the Peking office with any certainty is 
the boxed script PEI<IN' known as 'Type 2'. It is a rarity. A few examples are known on pieces and 
stamps of the 1866-75 and 1875-82 issues, but the ooly oanplete cover is the fanous ooe to st 
Petersburg (ex Faberge) shown in fig.4, dated October 1877. Else,mere (casey, 1989, p.79, fig.5) 
I have illustrated an inoanplete 'red band' cover with this cancellation addressed to Mai-Ma-Oieng, 
the Otlnese settlement on the M:Jngolian side of the border f:ran Kyakhta. '!his cover evidently left 
Peking in December 1877, as it bears an Irkutsk transit mark for January 1878. '!he latter suggests 
that f:ran time to time Russian mail-bags were taken straight on to Irkutsk for sorting, the tiny 

Fig.2 30k 1865 issue (SG17) 
with ms Cyrillic 'Pe ••• ' and 
portion of date (E.G.Peel coll.) 

~ 
~,i;,o.:....;..;;;,,.,...,,;e-=-,~ 

a 

· nEl(HH'b b 

nEKMH'b c 

Fig. 3 Peking 'Type 1' • 
(a) original piece (M. Liphschutz coll.), (b) as repro
duced by Snegireff, and (c) by Tchilinghirian & Stephen. 
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Fig.4 'Registered by notification' cover to St. Petersburg, franked 1k 1866 issue and three 1Ok 
1875 issue, representing double rate (16k) 111ith 10k for registration and 5k for notice, cancelled 
boxed script PEKIN'. On reverse 111ax nobility seal, PIS PEKIN' 24 October 1877 and Kyakhta 8 Nov 
1877/443. Received St Petersburg 16 Dec 1877. (Author's coll., ex Faberge) • 

.. ... ; . 

fractioo of mail for Kyakhta and Mai-Ma-Oleng being sent back aloo.g the line. It was probably an 
overweight letter and the surviving pair of 5k (1866-75 issue) was probably accanpanied by other 
adhesives a1 the missing portioo. of the cover. 

Peking's second type of canceller was a small linear mark in blo lines, similar to the post-statioo 
marks used in Russia f.ran 1877 to 1880 and.in exactly the same style as Tientsin's so-called 
'Type 1 1 • 'Ibis Peking mark is a great rarity and remained undetected for nearly a century. An in
ocaplete strike oo an Bk 1875 issue was recorded by Tchilinghirian (1965, p.17). In 1989 I illus'
trated the same mark, dated 4 January 1880, cancelling an Bk oo oover to Wiesbaden (casey, 1989, 
p. 7._9, fig.6), see fig.6. Since then an Bk statioo.ery envelope to stuttgart with the same cancel
latioo, dated 4 May 1880, has i;assed through my hands. Both these oovers were, of course, over
franked, since the rate had been reduced fran Bk to 7k in 1879. Although the post office was not 
supposed to have sold Bk stamps and statioo.ery after the new rates had been introduced, custaners 
were allowed to use up their persoo.a1 stock (Iobachevski, 1978, p.69). 

Tientsin has the distinctioo of producing the earliest oover yet known f.ran Russia's China offices 
(Wortman, 1955; casey, 1988, 1989), see fig.5. It cxntained an ordinary letter addressed to 
England, the strip of four lCk and pair of 3k ( 1866-75 issue) being cancelled by the boxed mark 
of Tientsin classified by Tchilinghirian and stepien as 'Type 2'. It i;assed through Kyakhta oo 
1 May 1875. 

Turning to Tientsin's 'Type 1' of th~ same authors (1959, p.351), it will be seen that the ~iginal 
illustratioo.•is inocaplete, lacking the year portioo of the date. Subsequently Tchilinghirian (1962, 
p.4) was able to reoard a 110re ocaplete strike oo a loose copy of the 2k 1879 issue. It is dated 
3 August 79 (fig.7). I have it also oo a 7k 1879 issue with date 13 May 80. 

Ch the evidence now available it is clear that 'Type l' and 'Type 2' of Tientsin are in the wrcng 
chronological oroer. 'Type 2' oould have appeared no later than April 1875, while 'Type 1 1 cannot 
be placed earlier than August 1879. 

Chly a few crumbs of infcmnatioo. can be gleaned for Kalgan. Any stamp or oover fran the first decade 

of that office is an esoteric object. Kalgan•s 'Type 1' cxnsists of the single word :KALG!W' enclosed 
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Fig.5 Tientsin to Norfolk (ingland) via Kyakhta 1 May 1875; 
two pairs 10k and pair 3k tied by boxed Iientsin 'Type 2'. 
Earliest known cover from Russian P.O. in China. (Author's coll.) 

T JIH h-U3HH. 
noqT. KOHT. 

TieKMH"L · 

·4 RHBAP 80 . 

Fig.6 Peking 2-line linear 
cancellation used to tie Bk 
to 1880 cover to Wiesbaden. 
(Author's collection). 

T JIHbllSHH 

3 .llEICAB 
TJYHl,U3HHb 

3 AeryeT 79 

Fig.7 Two examples of Tientsin 
'Type 11 (ex 'Russia used Abroad' 
and~ 31). 

Fig.a Tientsin double-oval 
datestamp ('Type 3') from 
registered cover of 1891. 
(Author's collection). 

in a double-framed oval. It is known an a loose co-py of the Bk 1875 issue, struck in grey-biack. 
Presuma?>ly other copies were at one time available, since this posbnark fo:r:med the basis for sane 
of the 'Shanghai forgeries' (Tchilinghirian and stei;ilen, 1959, pp.318, 338, 347). No covers with 
this 'Type l' cancellation are known to have survived. 

'!he next set of cancellers supplied to the offices in Kalgan, Peking and Tientsin was the large 
double-ovals with posthorn at foot. '!his is the 'Type 2' of Kalgan, and the 'Type 3' of Peking 
and Tientsin. As with the similar types issued for Urga, they all occur in two styles of dating 
- one with the day (Arabic) placed above the IOOOth (Ranan). _the other with the day below the 
IOOOth. '!hey ccmnence fran the middle of 1880 and oc:ntinue into the 1890s. Usually these marks are 
struck in black, though Kalgan is known to have used red ink on occasions. Needless to say, all 
are rare, especially an cover. 

When oanparing actual exanples with the figures in 'Russia used Abroad', it should be noted that 
those for Tientsin 'Type 2' and 'Type 3' are inaccurate in showing a 'hard-sign' at the end of 
the syllable 'Tyan'. '!his mistake was repeated in the improved figures given in the supplement 
to that work (Tchilinghirian and stei;ilen, 1960, p.570, figs.902, 903). '!he correct spelling, with 
'soft-sign' at the end of 'Tyan', is shown in fig.a. 

'!he foregoing observations on the cancellers used in these three offices may be sumnarised as 
follows: 
1. '!he first cancellations, used in the early 1870s, were probably in manuscript only. None known 

for certain. 
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2. '1he first handstamp cancellers were each in a different style, though all are characterised by 

being framed and dateless. Known fran Kalgan, Peking and Tientsin. Probably introduced around 
1874 and persisting. into the late 1870s. - . 

3. '1he first datestanp cancellers were s:imple linear marks in bio lines. Recorded for Peking and 
Tientsin. Should exist for Kalgan also. Period of use: mid-1879 or earlier to mid-1880. 

4. D:>uble-oval datestamp cancellers used in Kalgan, Peking and Tientsin franmid-1880 to mid-1890s. 

THE TREATY PORTS 

Mystery has always surrounded the date of opening of the Russian P.O.s in the Treaty ports of 
Shanghai, Cllefoo and Hankow. Tchilinghirian and Stei;ilen (1959) made frequent references to this 
point - a point en \\bich the usual official post office sources of info:cnation appear to be 
silent. 'lbe first clue I have picked up is in Circular No.9 of the Postal De.i;artment, dated 25 
January 1897 and p.Jblished in the Post-Telegra,Pl Journal. '.Ibis states that letters and parcels 
fran Russia to the Clrlnese towns of Shanghai, Cllefoo and Hankow llDlst pay according to internal 
rates irrespective of route. Since internal rates for Russian mail into the Otlna offices had 
been the rule fran 1892, this is the surest indicatien that Russian offices were ftmcticning in 
those towns at the beginning of 1897.- Reascns for sug;iosing that they were opened as early as 
October 1896 are given below. 'Ibis requires sane historical digressien. 

'1he Sino-Japanese war of 1894-95 was a walk-over for Japan, who claimed the Lyaotung Peninsula 
and other Cti.nese territory as spoils of victory (Treaty of Shim:neseki). other ~s, however, 
had their own ideas en how the cake should be carved. Posing as friends of Otlna, Russia, France 
and Germany - the so-called 'Dreibund' - bullied Japan into accepting a large indsmity instead 
of territory. Otlna now had to find rooney she did 'not possess. Russia stepped in and offered to 
advance the first instalment (about £16 millions). '1he instrument of this loan was the Russo
Cti.nese Bank, set up for this p.irpose in the Russian Embassy in Paris en 5 December 1895 with 
French noney and Russian directors and under the ccntrol of the Russian Minister of Finance. It 
was virtually a frait for the Russian government and was to becale a powerful tool in Russia's 
eccnanic and political penetratien of Otlna. 

Russia had not taken the lead in the 'Dreibund' for altruistic reascns. Otlna was expected to show 

her gratitude. Already, France had obtained territorial, railway and custans concessions at the 
time of the flotatien of the Indemnity Loan. Now it was Russia's tum. Opportunity came in the 
spring of 1896, when foreign dignitaries were invited to attend the coronatien .of Tsar Nicholas II. 
~•s emissary was Li Hl.mg-chang, a viceroy and leader of the pro-Russian factien at the Cti.nese 
Court. Fearing that Li might be subverted by sane other ~ first, the Russian Minister of Finance, 
Witte, sent Prince Ukhtanski aboard the 'Rossiya' to meet him at Port Said and esoort him in state 
to O:iessa and thence to M:>scow. Chee in M:>scow he was oornered by the Foreign Minister, Prince 
Iabanov-Rostovski, and the wily Witte and cajoled into signing a treaty giving Russia far-reaching 
privileges in Manchuria and elsewhere in Otlna in exchange for military guarantees. Ch 3 June 1896 
Li pit his seal to a secret agreement. For this favour he is said to have been pranised a bribe of 
three millien rubles, the first instalment to be paid when the Russo-Cti.nese Bank had been granted 
a ooncessien for ccnstructien of the Clrlnese Eastern Railway (Rananov, 19521 Willner, 1974. 'Ibis was 
denied by Witte, 1921). 

In 1896 the newly-created Russo-Cti.nese Bank was busy opening branches in major cities all over 
Otlna and exercising its right to trade, to transport camodities, to issue currency, to collect 
taxes en behalf of the Cti.nese Treasury, to build railways and lay telegrapl lines. In that year 
Russia was granted a 'ccncessien' (trade settlement) at Hankow and shii;ping links with this and 
other Treaty Ports and Vladivostok were strengthened. 'lbe stepping up of Russian ccmnercial activity 
in the regien demanded improved postal facilities. Can it be doubted that the setting up of Russian 
post offices in Cllefoo, Shanghai and Hankow was part of the back-roan deal struck in ft:>scow in June 
1896? 

Secrecy had been the watchword of the Li-Iabanov Treaty. Even the Ibwager-Elnpress of Otlna and her 
highest officials were kept in the dark as to detail, much of \\bich was not revealed until Witte 
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plblished his menoirs in the 1920s (Nish, 1985, p.32). Wheri the other 'Dreibund' partners found out 
wat Russia had got away with, the opening of post offices was the least of their worries. 

CANCELLATIOJS AND OlHER MARKINGS (1896-1906) 

'1he Li-I.obanov Secret Treaty was ratified en 28 Sept:anber 1896. '!here must have been a rush to 
have the P.O.s in Cllefoo, Shanghai and Hankow ready for business as socn as possible. Orders 
were given for the manufacture of the large double-circle cancellers leng known to collectors as 
'Type l'. '!heir resemblance to the Orlnese 'dollar chop' and other peculiarities suggest that 
they were not made in Russia. 'lhe authors of 'Russia used Abroad' (1959) believed that all three 
cancellers in this style were made in Shanghai. None is known to have been used before 1897. 

In the meantime, it is surmised that sane local craftsman was given the job of knocking up make
shift cancellers for imnediate use. An ·indicatien of the existence of these Provisicnal Cancellers 
of 1896 was provided ~y the cover first illustrated in BJRp 58 (Ashford, 1981) (fig.9). It is fran 
the French Vioe-Ccnsulate in Olefoo to Paris and the 10k Russian stamp is cancelled with a single
circle ClfIEU/1/POCBT, KCNI'. struck in violet. In the cross-shaped date cnly the year (1896) and 

the IIDnth (X) are set up, the spa~ for the day being blank. 'lhe day (13) has been added by hand 

and the IlDnth altered fran X to XII by the same means. '!here is another strike en the back for the 
following day, similarly canpleted by hand. 

, 

-

Fig.9 Chefoo Provisional Canceller used 13 XII 1896 on cover from French Vice-Consulate to 
Paris; and 23 XII 1896 on block nine 14k with Hong Kong transit marks (Author's coll). 
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Fig.10 Registered cover to Revel showing 'posthlJIIOus' use of Shanghai Provisional 
Canceller 29 1 1896 (recte 1898), with original line illustrations of Tchilinghirian. 
(G.D. l'lehrtens coll., ex H. Lauke}. 
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'Ibis cover came into my p:,ssessien sane years ago, bit the crude, hanemade look of the canoel
latien and the absence of any transit or arrival marks made me suspect its authenticity. However, 
looking through a lot of Russian material en offer at 'Rtllexfrance• in 1989, I found an alnDst 
identical cover dated 7 XII 1896, the figures '7' and 'II' having been added by hand. M:lre 

illp:>rtantly, it bore a red Paris arrival mark. A year later, also in Paris, I acquired a block 
of nine 14k Russian st:anQ;)s bearing two strikes of the same odd Cllefoo canceller, ocapl.eted by 

hand to read 23 XII 1896. It is overstruck several times by a Heng Kong transit mark of 12.1.97. 
Allowing for the difference of 12 days in the two calemars - and a call at Shanghai en route -
the lapse of eight days between dispatch of an evidently weighty missive at Cllefoo and its arrival 
by sea to Heng Kong is about right. 

'1hese Olefoo cancellaticns of 1896 are in my opinien perfectly respectable. We may now look with 
a fresh eye at another postmark of a similar type for Shanghai reoorded·year~ earlier in BJRP 38 
(Tchilinghirian, 1966, p.22). Although used in 1898, en acoount of its crude manufacture this 
single-circle type was assmied· to have preceded the double-circle • Type 1 • used by the Shanghai 
office .at least since 1897. 'lbe letter, sul:mitted by Mr H. Iauke, ''was sent to the Russo-Olinese 
Bank fran Shanghai to Revel, and is franked with a 7k and a 14k 1889 issue, tied by a very faint 
inpressien of this new type. Another clearer inpressien of this date-stanp appears en the back, 
bit here again the, date did not print well, and had to be repeated in manuscript to read 29/1. ~. 
'lbe letter also bears an inpressien of a registratien handstanp. • • without ~ of office at top, 
and in an tmusual style. 'lbere is a handwritten direction of the sender 'Per s/s Iaos' and the 
arrival marking of Revel is dated 25 II 1898". 

'lbe Iauke cover is now in the oollectien of Mr G.D. Mehrtens (fig.10). Another, no less remarkable, 
is shc7.ffl in fig.11; by coincidence it was ,lX)Sted en the same day and ocnveyed on the very ship 
named en the Iauke cover and supplements the infonnatioo yielded by that example. '!he seocnd cover 

.... ....... . 

M. HAIMOVl~i!-1•.~- ·!' _,o,_ •,· '\'· I' 
Pull"o .I; H11110AL W ,I.HB~~s~: 

lllLU{GH.U. -~~--

. 

HX,4 . 

, 1s-xs 

'$-4~~ .. y/A -. / 
..... ,· 

. ' . 

Fig.11 Cover to Leipzig showing 1posthunous1 use of Shanghai Provisional Canceller 29 1 1898, 
overstruck by datestaq> of French ship s/s 'Laos'. (Author's collection). 
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Fig.12 Wrapper to Germany per P.&O. ship 'Rosetta'. two 2k cancelled Shanghai 'Type 1' in violet, 
date (21 III 1897) in old style. (Author's coll.) 

" ••• if there is anything 
to pay on it, it will 
be an overcharge ••• " C> 

Fig.13 3k stationery card uprated 1k from Ningpo to Sycney, passed to Russian P.O., llhere cancelled 
Shanghai 'Type 21 in violet with old style date 28 Oct 1898, 'Type 11 in blue added 14 XI 1898 in 
new style on transference to French ship. NB: In February 1897 the Chinese Imperial post abolished 
the charge for internal carriage of foreign-bou,d mail - hence the message! (Author's co11:) 
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is addressed to teipzig fran a firm sui;plying musical insttunents and was carried oo the French 
Ligne N/Paquebot No.lo. 'lhe 10k Russian stanp has a clearer impressioo of the Provisional Can
celler than that seen oo the previous example and has another strike on the back, both in violet. 
No attempt was made to oarp].ete the date by hand; instead the ship's postal clerk was left to 
ai;ply his own datestamp to the adhesive (29 1 1898) to denote the day the letter was received. 
Four days later he ai;plied another impressioo, indicating the date of transfer to another vessel. 
'lhe letter reached Ieipzig oo 1 3 98. 

Reference to salles (1962, p.ll3) shows that during 1897-98 Ligne N/No.10 was indeed allocated to 
s/s 'Iaos'. 'lhe ship left Marseilles on 21 November 1897 and reached its terminus of Yokohama on 
9 January 1898. As the tum-round and journey to Shanghai took about 20 days, it may be pres\Slled 

to have docked in that port on or about the 29th, the date on the b«> covers. ~ this we know 

that the date oo the Iauke cover is in the new style calendar, agreeing with that used on the 
French ship. Fllrthenoore, the clear strikes on my cover show that the year portioo of the date 
in this Shanghai Provisional Canceller is '1896' and the month •x•. 'lhese figures may 'CIOii be 
confirmed for the Iauke cover, kindly subnitted to me in piot:ooopy by Mr Mehrtens. As in my example, 
the impressioo oo the stamps was left untouched to show a wrong month and year? Cnly on the back
stanp was any gesture made towards correcting the date: in smudged ink • 29 • was inserted for the 
day and •x• altered to '1'. 'lhe manner in which these b«> covers were cancelled speaks of inordinate 
haste. 

As in the Cllefoo counterpart, the month and year in the Shanghai Provisional Canceller were 
inm:>Veable, these cancellers having been designed for a short life (October-December 1896) and 
manuscript adjustment. We thus have the astooishing situatioo of an old makeshift canceller being 
used in the Shanghai office in 1898 loog after a normal canceller, with IOOVeable date-plugs, had 
been in regular use. Trying to explain this strange posthU110US usage, my first thoughts turned to 
hunan error. Perhaps the regular canceller had been mislaid and the Provisional Canceller then 
hastily retrieved fran the back of a cup:x>ard to be given a new lease of life. Seocnd thoughts 
suggest a more plausible answer. '!his concerns the two calendars. In the Treaty Ports, especially 
Shanghai, mere bustling ocmmmities of foreign traders were located, there must have been a pres
sing need to acknowledge the new style (Gregorian) calendar as well as the old style (Julian) one 
used in Russia and its p:,st offices abroad. 1 

'!his is \\bat I believed happened. At the beginning of 1898 it was decided to employ new style 
dating on mail fran Shanghai addressed to non-Russian destinations (mainly western Ellrope and America) 
or conveyed on foreign ships. Orders were placed for the preparatioo of a 'Type 2' canceller, to be 

1 A complete analysis of the use of the t1110 calendars in the Russian offices in China is beyond 
the scope of this article. Suffice to say that in the light of further study, the views expressed 

by Tchilinghirian and Stephen {1959, p.355) on this subject cannot be sustained. The statement that 
"Alone among the Russian P.0.s abroad, the Shanghai office went over from 'old style' to 'new style' 
dating on its cancellations at the beginning of the year 190011 is wrong both in singling out Shang
hai and in the date of adoption of the new style markings. l'loreover, there was no outright change
over.It is not surprising that .Renfro (1987) was puzzled to find an old style cancellation on his 
Shanghai cover of 1914. Although it is possible to find covers from Shanghai and Chefoo with new 
style cancellations from the turn of the century onwards (and from Hankow a little later), old 
style also continued to be used for cancellation in Shanghai up to the time of the Revolution, 
with or without canplementary new style date-staf!IPs. Even when the French language cancellers were 
introduced in Shanghai, they were at times used merely as canplementary new style date-stamps 
alongside Russian language old style cancellations on the adhesives. lllhatever rules were laid down 
for the use of the t1110 calendars in these offices, from time to time they were either changed or 
broken. Study of a range of covers from Shanghai, Chefoo and Hankow reveals some inconsistency, 
old style being applied to the staq:,s one day, new style the next, Type X being used as a canceller 
on one occasion and as a canplementary date-stamp on another (figs.16-17). Nor was the use of dual 
date-staq:,ing confined to mail to non-Russian destinations. Both calendars were used for Russia
bound mail entrusted to foreign administrations {e.g. Japanese) for forwarding. 
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Fig.14 Registered cover to U.S.A. Franked 
Chinese sta1!'1S in Chinese P.O. 20 Jan 1899 
and passed to Russian P.O. same day for 
Russian franking and cancelling; 'Type 1' 
cancellation in black with new style date. 
(Author's coll.} 

·_,, 
' I_,., 

Fig.15 Postcard in English, dateline 12 IV 01, Chefoo to Shanghai, using Russian post. Both 
'Type 11 cancellers used new style date (note 'IIIl' for 'IV' in both cases}, Chefoo in violet, 
Shanghai in black. Domestic rate (3k} not accepted for internal China mail; oval 1doplatit' of 
Shanghai applied with MS 12 cts.' inserted. (Author's coll.} 
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used concurrently with 'Type 1' as a means of rendering dates in both calendars. In the Shanghai 
office, all through 1897 'Type 1• had been used exclusively for old style dating and its usewas 
unchanged in January 1898, when it was still the ally canceller available. Imagine the scene in 
the Shanghai office al the 29thJanuary 1898. 'lhe mail-boat - s/s 'Iaos' - was due to cast off 
that day and the westbound mail was still uncancelled and unbagged. Rather than pass the 'Type l' 
canceller back and forth across the table, changing the date-plug each time, the old Provisiooal. 
Canceller was brought back into service. A hasty handwritten correctial was made to the date CX1 
registered mail1 ordinary mail received the provisiooal. cancellatiCX1 with nothing added or correct
ed. And a quick dash to the docks. Alas, because of the lengthier fo:tmalities required for regis
tered mail at the post office, the Iauke letter missed the boat. Despite the endorsement 'Per s/s 
Iaos', it was sent by overland route across Siberia, passing through st PetersbJrg to reach Revel 
seven \1o'eeks later (25 II 98 old style, 9 3 98 new style), thus losing 11Dre than a week in transit 
time canpared to the letter which successfully made the maritime cxnnectiCXl at Shanghai. 

If my ccnjecture is right, then the Shanghai Provisiooal. Canceller was first enployed as a stand-in 
for 'Type l' and then brought out again about a year later as a stand-in for 'Type 2'. Examples of 
the first J;ilase of usage have yet to be found. However, available material suggests that when the 
'Type 2 1 canceller was delivered fran the makers it was ~ to old style dating and 'Type 1' 
switched to new style. Several cards and oovers of the late 1898 period sui;port this idea (fig.13). 
During 1899 the practice of using 'Type 1• and 'Type 21 together for dual dati,ng CX1 westbound or 
internal China mail ceased to be the norm and 'Type l' was ocmncnl.y used al its own. A registered 
oover fran Shanghai to Milan, dated Oct/Nov 1903, shows 'Type 2' used as a canceller, with new 
style date given alaigside by the recently introduced double-circle 'Type 31 • Q:nversely, another 
registered cover, to &'Wiu.erlard, shows 'Type 31 used as a canceller and with old style date 
27 1 06. 'Ibis cover had originated in Kangchow and the new style date in the Chinese date-stamp 
may have rendered further new style dating unnecessary ( fig .16). 

Because of the date being in three lines, Tchilinghirian and ste.i;ilen (1959) suggested that the 
'Type 2• cancellers of Shanghai and Olefoo had been prepared in the early 1890s and had been held 
in readiness for sane years. If this had been so, the ~siooal. Cancellers would have been 
unnecessary. It seems more likely that 'Type 2' was deliberately made in a smaller and ccntrasting 
style in order to avoid ccnfusion at the counter. 

1Type 1 1 of Shanghai was probably put into use very early in 1897, though the earliest example seen 
by me is dated 21 III 1897 (fig.12). 'Ibis is struck in violet. later i.npressions of this handstamp 
during 1897 show the use of red-violet and blue inks. For 1898 I have it in grey and black, the 
latter colour predaninating in later years. Blue was not used exclusively at the registered counter 
as Tchilinghirian.andste.i;ilen thought possible (1960, p.571). Shanghai 'Type 21 occurs in black or 
violet. · 

'Type 1 1 of Olefoo is believed to have been issued sinultaneously with that of Shanghai, though the 
few exanples seen fran the period 1897-99 are not on cover, making it difficult to determine the 
date of transitial fran one calendar to the other. '1he earliest cover I possess with 'Type 1• in 
new style is dated 31 VII 1900. It is struck in black1 later violet ink was ocmncnl.y used as well 
as black. 'Type 21 is known on many covers and cards fran 1898, •always in old style (as with 
Shanghai 'Type 21 ) and struck in black or violet. 

'1he double-circle 'Type 3' of Olefoo occurs in two formats-: large with serial letter •a• and small 
with serial 'b'. Covers are known with impressions of both subtypes, serial •a• with old style date 
and serial 'b' with new style. 'Ibis 'Type 3' is said to have appeared in 1904/5, though it did not 
beoane ccrrm:in until about 1908. 

A_few items bearing Hong Koog stamps cancelled at the Russian P.O. in Shanghai in 1903 call for 
oarrnent. 'Ibey OCIIQ;II'ise a registered cover to Glasgow (Webb, 1961, -pl. 72) and a postcard to Italy 
(Wellsted, 1962), both cancelled with 'Type l'. 'lhese items led Wellsted to infer sane cxnnection 
with negotiations then proceeding for opening the Trans-Siberian Railway to British mail. He 
thought such usage IIUSt have been allc::Med by the Russian P.O. A similarly franked card in the 
collection of Mr Ritchie Bodily dates fran 1900 and is cancelled with 'Type 21 of Shanghai. Such 
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Fig.16 T1110 registered covers showing dual use of Shanghai 'Type 31
• Cover to Milan (above) 

cancelled Shanghai 'Type 21 with old style date (25 Oct 1903) and 'Type 3' struck alongside 
giving equivalent date in new style (7 11 03). 

Cover to Switzerland (below) has Chinese stamps cancelled Kangchow 5 Feb 06 in new style; 
Russian stamps cancelled Shanghai 'Type 31 27 1 06 in old style. (Author's coll.) 
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IPAOUEBOTl 
Fig.17 T1110 postcards from Grunberg & Reilly, Port Arthur, to same addressee in U.S.A., posted 
t1110 ~eks apart. First (underpaid) received Chefoo 'Type 11 cancellation with new style date 
s·m 1901; second received Chefoo 'Type 21 cancellation with old style date 6 ~ar 1901 and 
'Type 11 added to show date in new style (19 m 1901) (one adheshive cancelled in transit at 
Shanghai). Both Chefoo cancellations and paquebot marks in violet. 
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From MOLCHANOFF, PECHATNOFF & CO., Hankow. 
,,. ,.. . . 

.,; . 

I Y\ /;,: gi 
\· j 

.~ ... .'1J00 

;_; ::i:ftl!~L~d &a:li);mu 

••• s-

Fig.18 Hankow 'Type 11 cancellations on covers to Ploscow (31 5 97) and London (5 6 97), one in 
violet, the other in black. Latter shows on reverse transit marks of Russian Volunteer Fleet 
Vladivostok-Odessa line in two styles. Note two days wait for ship. (Author's coll.) 
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items would have been accepted if posted in the letter-box of a Russian ship (unlikely in the 
case of the registered letter) and handed to the Russian P.O. for attentioo. 'Cancelled by 
favour' is a roore prcbable explanatioo. 

Both Shanghai and Olefoo were issued with 'doplatit' ovals for use oo underpaid mailr that for 
Hankow has yet to surface. Despite the large quantity of m1cancelled mail handed over to the 
Shanghai office fran ships of the Volm1teer Fleet and other Russian lines, no paquebot mark was 
aa;,lied to this mail as required fran 1894 by U.P.U. rules. Such a mark was in regular use at 
Olefoo at the turn of the century, however, when m1cancelled mail was shipped there fran Port 
Arthur across the strait of Pohai. Grunberg and Reilly was praninent anong firms which kept a 
stock of 'Kitai' stamps for use oo their correspondence and by special arrangement by-passed the 
post office at Port Arthur and loaded their mail straight oo to the ship for Olefoo. en arrival 
the stamps were cancelled with Olefoo 'Type 1' in new style, less oamonly with 'Type 2' in old 
style, and a paquebot handstanp aa;,lied (fig.17).My single example of this paquebot mark for 1900 
is in dull redr later ones are in violet or black. It is generally poorly struck and the illustra
tioo in Hosking's book (1987, p.160, fig.1465) requires cannent. In all the examples I have seen 
the letter 'Q' does not have a curly tail emerging fran the base, but a mere stUIITp placed half-way 
up the right side of the letter. '!he mark disappeared fran view when business between Port Arthur 
and Olefoo was interrupted by the outbreak of the Russo-Japanese war ( 1904). 

Hankow is a special case. Its locatioo as a river port, 600 miles up the Yangtze fran Shanghai, 
has given it a character and history of its own. For many years it was thought that the Russian 
P .o. in that port did not cannence to operate m1til about 1904. It was believed that prior to that 
date the Olinese Imperial Post at Hankow acted as an agency for the Russian P.O., affixing Russian 
stamps to the mail entrusted to its care, aa;,lying its own markings to the covers and then forward
ing th'e mail to the Russian P.O. in Shanghai for cancelling. 'lhe evidence for this was derived in 
the first place fran the surviving correspondence of a Russian fizm of tea merchants in HankCM 
(Oleerkov, Panoff & Co.) extending fran 1897 to 1902 or later. 'lb explain the absence of Olinese 
stamps on these oovers it was suggested that sane special arrangement may have been made between 
thE! Russian P.O. in Shanghai and the Olinese post to make double franking unnecessary (Tchilinghirian 
and stephen, 1959, g;,.363-65). 

'lhe-disoovery of the Russian 'Type 1' cancellation oo a cover of 1897 (Casey, 1971) and subsequent 
finds put a different canplexion on the matter~ it is necessary to re-examine the :role attributed 
to the Olinese post office in Hankow. 

Olina not being a member of the U.P.U. at that time, her stamps would not carry mail beyood her 
borders and foreign stamps had to be used on foreign-bound mail. Al though stamps of sane foreign 
administrations were stocked at Olinese post offices to cope with this situatioo (Kirkhope, 1967, 
p.6), notably British and Japanese, as a rule Russian were not. (Olefoo may have been an exception 
to meet the needs of the British colony at nearby Wei Hai Wei - see Goldsmith and Goodwyn, 1985, 
p.24). 

en 20 March 1896 Olina's Imperial Post was established, though for a time cancellations of the 
CUstans Post ccntinued to be used m1altered. 2 ' 'lhe year 1897° saw a number of reforms: the charge 
for delivering incaning foreign mail was abolished and rules were laid down for the handling of 
foreign-bound mail in Olinese post offices. Olinese Imperial Post office Circular No.5 of 1897 
shows that if letters for abroad were presented 'ln'l.franked, then the custaner was expected to 
purchase and affix Olinese stamps to the value of the overseas rate. 'lhe Olinese office was respon
sible for forwarding the letters to the foreign post office, where, in the case of the Russian 
office, Russian stamps were .added and cancelled. 'lhe custaner paid for atl.y one set of stamps, the 
Olinese postal authorities being accountable to the foreign administrations. \'hen the letter pre
sented already bore foreign adhesives, no Olinese stamps were_ added and no charge was made, although 

2 However, the 'Chinese Maritime Custans Post' cancellation shown on the Hankow cover illustrated 
in 'Russia used Abroad' (1959, p.362) is, in fact, a 'dollar chop' of the Chinese Imperial Post, 
introduced in mid-1897 according to Padget (1978). 
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the Chinese office applied its own nark to the o:>ver before forwarding. Ch rare occasions the 
Chinese office in Hankow used tie-marks oo Russian stamps (Iobdell and Hopcins, 19491 Weli>, 
1961, pl. 72). 

'!he situatioo in Hankow was therefore perfectly normal and foreign-bound mail received in the 
Chinese office was handled in accordance with prevailing regulations. '!hi~ office was not an 
agency for the Russian P.O., nor were there any special arrangements. Russian stamps were oo 
sales at the Russian P.O. in the town and o:>uld have been used as occasioo demanded. At the 
Chinese P.O., mail franked with Russian stamps was forwarded to' the Russian P.O. in Shanghai 
for cancelling; unfranked mail was franked with Chinese stamps before being passed to the 
Russian P.O. to aa3 its own stamps and cancellations. '!his is borne out by a number of double
franked items originating in Hankow and passed to Shanghai. '!he manner in which the Russian 
stamps and narkings ocmoonly overlap the Chinese indicates that the Russian stamps were not 
applied at Hankow. 'lhe ooly item known to me bearing both Russian and Chinese stamps cancelled 
at their respective offices in Hankow is a pti.latelically oontrived card of the Boxer period, 
further embellished by an array of Haig Kong stamps cancelled at the British P.O. in Shanghai. 

Why, when a Russian P.O. existed in Hankow fran at least 1897, did Russian firms prefer to 
patronise the Chinese office in that port? '!he Chinese office in Hankow had arrangements for 
sending all its foreign-bound mail down river by local steamers to Shanghai; the Russian office 
seems to have relied mainly oo the large ships of the Volunteer Fleet (fig.18). was it simply 
that - at no extra expense - a speedier service to Shanghai was provided at that time by the 
Chinese? 

'!he exact date of opening of the Russian Hankow office is unknown: perhaps it was in October 
1896, and for a short period it may have used a Provisiooal Canceller similar to those of Olefoo 
and Shanghai. '!he earliest covers I have fran this office canprise ooe to M:>scow with 'Type 1 1 

struck in violet and dated 31 5 97, and another to I.ondm with the same cancellation in black. 
dated 5 6 97. Both were posted during the sunmer 110llths when the port was open to ocean-going 
vessels of the Volunteer Fleet and both were taken by sea to O:lessa (fig.18). 

With the advent of the Olinese Eastern and Trans-Siberian Railways in 1902, mail fran Hankow 
could take a fast overland :route to Europe. In 1903 the Chinese Eastern Railway Maritime Shipping 
Canpany was able to offer a direct service fran Hanke,,,,, to Dalny without the need for transhipnent 
at Shanghai (Anoo., 1914, p.172). Improved Russian postal facilities presumably followed. A 
registered card in my o:>llectioo went by way of the Russian F.P.O. in Dalny and C.E.R. Postal 
Wagon No.262. '!he Hankow 'Type 1' cancellatioo is in blue and the date, 29 IX 1903, in old style. 
New style dates on the 'Type 1' canceller had appeared by 1905. For a short period in 1906 'Type 11 

was"used in conjunctioo with the newly introduced double-circle''fype 21 to give dual dating. May 
we assume that the relatively small anount of internatiooal business dale in the Hankow office 
was the reason for the late transition to new style? 

Data on the cancellations used during the first ten years in these three Treaty Ports may be 
surrmarised as follows: 

1. A roughly-made single-circle hand.stamp, with fixed date portion to be canpleted by hand, was 
used as a Provisiooal Canceller in Olefoo late in 1896. '1he existence of a similar type for 
Shanghai is known ooly because of a fortuitous usage in 1898. Hankow may or may not have had 
one too. 

2. '!he large ''IYPe 1' double-circles appeared in 1897 in Olefoo, Shanghai and Hankow. Fran 1898 
these cancellers went over mainly to new style date in Shanghai, probably also in Olefoo, rut 
in Hankow n~ style dating is not known before 1905. 

3. A single-circle ''IYPe 2' of small format and date in three lines was brought into use in Olefoo 
and Shanghai in 1898. Used as a receipt and transit nark and as a canceller, ocmoonly .in oon
junctioo with 'Type 1', and always with old style date. Not known after 1904. 

4. New double-circle types were introduced in Shanghai by 1903 (''fype 3'), in Olefoo by 1904/5 
( • 'fype 3 • ) , and in Hankow by 1906 ( 'Type 2 • ) • At first used in conjunction with Shanghai 
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'Type 2' am Hankow 'Type 1' for dual dating. In Chefoo this new type ( 'Type 3') had two 
subtypes, 'a' am 'b' for this purpose.· * 
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The Russian.Military Censor at Manchuriya 
P.E. ROBINSON 

An interesting item recently tumed up at a cavendish auctiai at Derby, which is illustrated. 
It is a sheet of tissue paper on which the Russian military censor at Manchuriya staticn (en 
the Orlnese Eastern Railway, just inside Otlna) has made illpressiais of his various censor 
marks, as well as his own wax seal, and has added notes explaining how they were used. In the 
upper part of the sheet can be seen the circular mark inscribed BOEIIlIASI UEH3YPA MAHbll!YPISI 
(Military Censor, Man'chzhuriya). To the right of this is the two-line mark BcKpYTO BOeHHOH 
ueHaypoii / BoeHHYH ueH3Op'I> (opened by military censor/' military censor) with the censor's 
signature alaigside. '1he signature is not very clear, but fran his correspondence which has sur
vived, it is known that the censor's name was (to use his own spelling) v. Dachnovitsch. It had 
previously been thought that this two-line mark was used at Irkutsk, as it exists ai a 1915 
registered cover sent fran Blagoveshchensk to Amsterdam. It does not seem likely that this cover 
could have passed through Manchuriya, and the two-line mark is struck in exactly the same shade 

of violet as the Irkutsk markings. Perhaps there was nore than c:ne such handstanp. Below this 
are two illpressiais of the large, boxed n.u. mark (noaeoneHO UeHaypoii or 'Passed by Censor'), 
the first ooe crossed out, evidently because it was not a clear enough strike. In the lower part 
of the sheet there is an illpressiai of the wax seal; part of this is missing but the name of the 
office can be discerned, and alongside this is a further strike of the two-line mark. CUriously, 
two nore censor marks which were used. at Manchuriya (Speeckaert Types 2 and 3) are absent, and 
the markings are all struck in pink, whereas the examples of censor marks fran Manchuriya that 
have been recorded on actual postal items are all in violet. 

'Ibis is a very unusual item, and the question arises as to why it was done. '!he fact that the 
censor was able to write in English is itself unusual, but he evidently corresponded with people 
in England, as a cover and card exist, sent by him to people in Ialdal. It is possible that he 
was interested in piilately, and so produced this sheet to oblige cne of his Ehglish oorrespcnd
ents. '1he fact that the sheet is inscribed in English, and tumed up at a stanp auctiai in England 
seems to support this view. In rega%d to 'specimen_' sheets of posbnarks, there is a precedent in 
the case of the Russian post office at Peking. A sheet exists with illpressiais of the postmarks 
used at the office. 

In the bottan right comer of the sheet is a rubber-stanp illpressicn which appears in negative, 
mirror-image form - this reads 'CARTER'S ~•. 'Ibis adds to the mystery, and any ocmnents 
fran members as to the status of this item would be welcane. 

I am very grateful to my friend Tooy Speeckaert, whose detailed knowledge of the situatioo regard
ing the censor at Manchuriya and his postmarks was of great help in preparing this article. 
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Misrouted Mail and Translators' Marks 
Dr RAYMOND CASEY 

Misrouted mail am the methods of dealing with it can provide illuminating sidelights oo the 
functiooing of the p:>stal. system. Here the postal historian can profit fran other people's 
mistakes with a clear ocnscience. 

Foreign mail that found its way by accident into a Russia-bound mail-bag was sent back with a 
'Mal Dirige' marJc, at least, if it tmned up in st Petersbw:g. Misdirected internal mail or 
misdirected Russia-bound mail that passed through st Petersburg/Peb:ograd appears to have been 
signalled by use of the red paper triangle (Skiptoo. & steyn, 1989). 

Another category of misrouted mail is that of foreign-bound items addressed in nm-Russian 
languages am mistranslated by the Russian sorter. '1he problem must have been particularly 
acute in a oom1try where illiteracy was rife am familiarity with a Iatin script a mark of 
higher educatioo. To oope with this problem the authorities eventually introduced official 
translators at sane of the main sorting depots, each translator being provided _with a persooal 
handstamp for identification. Sane examples of misrouted mail am of inoaning foreign mail 
that passed through the hands of official translators is illustrated. 

Figure 1 shows a 3k card with added 1k stamp to make the foreign rate to Femo, Italy. It left 
Tikhvin, Novgorod, oo 12 VII 1899 am was received next day at Clludovo, oo the st Petersburg
Mosoc,,,, railway. Instead of then being directed to Warsaw or sane other transfer-point for 
western &irope, its route was tumed through 180 degrees am diverted to the Far East. 'lhe next 
postmark is that of Port Arthur, at the tip of the Lyaotung Peninsula, in Manchuria! Here the 
Russians had recently set up a post office. It is sunnised that the sender's attempts to render 
the -word 'Italy' in Cyrillic was misread as a Iatin script 'Iman' (on the Pacific side of 
Siberia, between lOlabarovsk am Vladivostok). '!his was before the cx:mpletion of the Trans
Siberian Railway, when it was quicker to. take the long sea voyage fran Vladivostok to &irope 

rather than use the overlam Siberian post-roads. To get the card back oo course for Italy it 
must therefore have been shii;p!d. fran Vladivostok to Port Arthur, arriving 23 VIII 1899. '!hence 
another journey by sea took it to the Russian P.O. at Shanghai, Cllina, where the Type 2 canceller 
was applied 1 Sep 1899 (old style= 13 IX 99 new style). '1he Type 1 cancellatioo dated 18 IX 99 
(new style) denotes the day the card left the Russian Shanghai office. It was put oo a French 
ship~am received the mark of Ligne 'N'/No.1 on 19 Sep 99. According to Salles (1962) this was 
the mark of s.s. 'IJnus', which reached Marseilles 19 10 99. It was received at FemD the next 
day, having taken two months for its peregrinatioo half-way round the -world. Judging by the 
message, the addressee was connected with a philatelic piblishing house am should have been 
well placed to appreciate the rash of exotic postmarks oo the card. 

Another involuntary wanderer is illustrated in fig.2. '!his is a card franked 4k am posted fran 
Irkutsk 19 XII 1903 to the Frendh Ccllsul in Cllefoo, Cllina, addressed wholly in French. '1he 
ocnsul's name was N:Jnsieur Glerin am this was read by sane hapless sorter as the destination 
Girin (Russian spelling of Kirin), a town in southern Manchuria, 100 miles south of Harbin am 
where the Russians had set up an Amy Cbrps Post am Telegrai;n Office after they had occupied 
the town in JUly 1900. Having reached Kirin on 30 XII 03, the card was put back into the post 
with a scril:bled Cyrillic 'Cllefoo'. It arrived at the Russian P.O. in Cllefoo oo 1 Jan 1904. 
Whether he appreciated it or not, in this case the Ccllsul was the beneficiary of a rare military 
mapting of the Manchurian occupatioo, which should have oanpensated amply for the delay in 
delivering the card. 

Examples of mail hamled by post office translators are shown in figs.3 - s. All are picture
cards addressed to st Petersburg fran abroad. Olriously enough, nooe bears any arrival marks 
other than the translator's personal mark. '!his is a pity because it denies us possible clues 
to the locatioo of the translators' office(s) within the st Petersburg postal organisation. 
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'!he first caro (fig.3) is fran Fargo, North O:lkota, u.s.A., addressed in F.speranto and Ehglish 
and dated 15 April 1910. Ch arrival the name and address were pencilled in Russian and an en
circled '8' struck in black en the caro to identify the translator. 

'lhe next (fig.4) was sent fran the Russian P.O. in Shanghai, China, and bears the date 21.7.10/ 
3.8.10. Here the sender gave the acx!ress in Russian but retained the &>.glish versien of the 
acx!ressee's name. 'Ibis was transliterated into pencilled Cyrillic by the post office translator, 
~ ag;>l.ied his mark in black - an encircled '7'. · 

Figure 5 illustrates a caro fran Leicester, Ehgland. 'lhe year portioo of the date is missing 
fran the cancellatioo, though the Etlwardian stamp puts the date in the same general period as 
the b«:> previous examples, i.e., early 20th century. '!he message is in F.speranto and the name 
and acx!ress in F.speranto and French. With the aid of a pencil the translator rendered the name 
and the acx!ress within st Petersburg in Russian and added his persooal mark - a boxed '51', 
applied in red. 

With the outbreak of war~ 1914 the E111Ployment of post office translators nust have been stepped 
up to cover censorship and oontrol duties under military supervisioo. '!he circular translators' 
marks shown in figs.3 - 5 are reflected in the ccntrol marks applied to incorrectly or ina~tely 
addressed mail passing through the Petrograd Enquiry Bureau during the war years 1915-1917 (type 
C-6 of Casey & Evans, 1968; type 29 of Speeckaert, 1990). 

I thank my friend Marat Kosoi of Leningrad for drawing my attentia,. to these translators' marks. 
Many nore examples IIRlSt exist in readers' collectiais and should furnish data en their date of 
introductioo, offices of origin, etc. st Petersburg was surely not the ally city in need of 
postal translators'-services. Here is a field of collecting and research wide open to exploitatioo 
by the enterprising. 
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Majl_ fr~m German POWs in Soviet Captivity 
1945-1956 
PETER A. MICHALOVE 

Mail fran GEmnan J?ai1s captured in ~ld War II is not a widely studied field. Schroter (1968) 
is the ally major study so far in Ehglish, and the specialist Russian-area journals in Ehglish 
have never touched it. '!his lack of interest is not hard to explain, the cards are drab-looking 
pieces, many addressed fran post office boxes in M:>soow. After buying a few representative ex
anples, what nore is there to do with them? 

'1he recent plblication by Stich and Stich (1990) led me to several additional sources, fran 
which a new picture emerges, full of 'Im~ interest. '!his paper does not include any 
original research, but sunmarizes infozmation fran the sources cited in the hope of stim.ll.ating 
nore interest and research am:ng Russian-area collectors. 

'1he Beginnings of PCM Corres;eoremce 

Schroter cites a figure of 3.2 million GEmnans and Austrians captured by the Soviet Union during 
the Second ~ld War, of \fflall 1.2 million died in that OO'lmtry. Yet.-~ oorresp:,ndence during 
the war is practically non-existent. Stalin is reputed to have remarked that he was not interested 
in r'lmning a postal service for Hitler. But nore important was that the few prisoners who were 
allowed to write hane had disastrous news to tell about the Russian front. 

'!here are reports of a very small handful of PCM letters transmitted through the 'l'Urkish Red 

Crescent during the war, which the GEmnan authorities refused to deliver. stich states that the 
GEmnan Reichssicherheitshauptamt (Reich Head Security Office) CC11trolled the flow of incaning PCM 
mail, and that that office simply kept any mail arriving fran prisoners in the USSR. In any case, 
I have not seen any wartime PCM correspondence in the flesh, and any surviving pi,eces must be 
very rare. 

For the post-war period, Schroter cites a few cards originating fran the sunner of 1945. But 
except for these isolated examples, the first large batch of correspondence fran the Soviet 
Union arrived in Berlin at Olrisbnas 1945. My earliest example is shown in fig.1, fran 23 J\me 
1946 and addressed to Frankfurt. '!his card is fran post office box 184, Moscow, which turns out 
to represent a canp in ~ilute, in Lithuania. · 

'1he fonnula cards mailed to families in GEmnany had reply cards attadled. Schroter reports that 
the first reply cards were received by PCMs in April 1946. Fig.2 shows a card fran the same 
oorrespcndence as fig.1 mailed fran Frankfurt to post office box 184, 23 April 1946. 

Correspondence to PCMs in the Soviet Union is very rare. '!he Soviets did not allow released PCMs 
to take any documents or mail hane with them. 'lherefore, the ally surviving examples of mail to 
J?ai1s are the cards brought by those returning PCMs who were willing to risk smuggling them out. 
'!his may aCOOlmt for the crease in the middle of fig.2. 

location of the camps 
Much mail fran the PCM camps shows the return address of a post office box in Moscow, but the 
camps were located throughout the Soviet Union. Unlike the situation in ~ld War I, the vast 
majority of the camps were in the &u:opean part of the country, with less than 10% east of the 
Urals. 

Behme (1966) lists the location of PCM camps by number, and Prof. Stich has kindly sent me a 
xerox of that listing. Bahme includes PCM camps per se, work battalions of the Red Army, as 
well as hospital camps and recovery centres. '!he list is oanplicated by an enonoous aIID\mt of 
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remembering during the years after the war. Bohlne points out that Soviet camp records have never 
been published; his listing is based entirely on reports fran repatriated l?Ols, and so may still 
be incanplete. In fact, I have~ 1949 POl cover fran lager 1056, which is not in Bohme's list. 
Fran the censor number 202, it should be fran a camp in the Russian Republic, as explained below. 

'!he camps were organized into canplexes of up to 26 camps. '1he post office box or lager number 
referred to the entire oanplex, and a serial number after a slash indicated the particular camp 
in the canplex. For example, fig.3 shows a retum address of lager 7326/6. '!he 7326 canplex was 
loca~ at Beyansk, and this caro was fran camp number 6 in that canplex. 

Work battaliais shared the number of the related camp canplex, and after the slash, the number of 
the battaliai. 

M,st of the oanplexes originally used three-digit designatiais. In the spring of 1947, the POJ 
camp system came under the control of the Ministry of Internal Affairs (the MVD), and at this · 
time, the existing numbers were prefixed by a 7. Figures 4 and 5 show two cards fran the sane · 
correspondence. Fig.4, fran February 1947 shows a retum address of post office box 323/18; 
fig.5, fran May, is fran lager 7323, otdelenie 18. 'lhese numbers represent the sane camp,~ 
this case located at Tula. Work battaliais independent of the MVD were numbered in the 6000 

range. 

Censorship of POl Correspondence 

M,st POl cards show the typical diaroond-shaped censor mark with a serial mnber in the centre, 
and I have not seen these marks used ai any other kind of mail. Although aie can find the loca
tiai of the various camps in Bohme's listing, the numbered censor marks are also a clue. Censor 
numbers through 232 identify camps in the Russian Republic. Numbers 233 through 282 were used in 
the Ukraine, and 283 through 292 in Belorussia. Numbers above 292 were used in the other republics 
and are reported as high as 848. For example, fig.1, with censor mark 332 was fran a camp in 
Silute, in Lithuania, and I have a caro fran camp 7315/3 in Dneprodzerzhinsk, in the Ukraine, 
with censor no. 261. 
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'1he fact that the numbers correspond to the location of the camps indicates that censoring was 
dcne at the camp. But occasionally, when the camp censor may have missed a card, one sees the 
circular civilian cancel of !t>sClOW' instead. 

Figur_es 6 and 6a shc:M a POl card with part of the message obliterated by a censor. '!his card is 
fran lager 7238/15, indicating a canplex at Saratov, and the censor mark indicates number 153. 
'lhe card was sent 1 October 1948 to Austria, where it also received an Austrian censor mark. 

'1he Penal Camps 

POl correspc:ndence is found IOOSt camatly fran 1947 and 1948, but after that the situaticn changed 
dramatically. During 1949, sane 50,000 prisoners were tried and convicted of war crimes. 'lhese men 
were sentenced to 15 to 25 years at hard labour and transferred to penal camps. 

Early in 1950, the Soviet Union released about 50,000 prisoners, including sane of the ones con
victed of war crimes. '1he USSR then stated it held no remaining POls except those convicted, who 

numbered about 25,000. 'lhese were treated as penal prisaners rather than as POls and were not 
allc:,,,,,,ed to correspond with their relatives in Germany. '!his policy created a hiatus in POl mail 

· fran December 1949 through November 1950. 

At the end of 1950, these prisoners were allc:,,,,,,ed to correspcnd again but, in keeping with their 
status as penal prisoners, new fonnula cards were issued for them anitting the w:lrd BOEHHOWIEHHH11, 
'prisoner of war'. '1he penal camps were numbered as post office boxes in the lc:M 6100 range, with a 
few in the 7100s. Mail fran this period, of course, is much scarcer than the earlier POl mail. 

Figure 7 shows a card sent ~ Austria an 5 August 1952 fran post office box 6118/R, indicating 
Revda, near Murmansk. 'lhe earlier diaroond censor marks are now replaced by small triangular marks, 
as an this card. 'lhese numbers are reported as high as number 49. '!his card also shows an Austrian 
censor mark. 
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In September 1953 the penal camps were all renumbered 5110 with serial numbers to differentiate 
the various camps. 

West Gennan Olanoellor Konrad Adenauer's 1955 visit to the Soviet Unioo secured the release of 
al.m:>st all the remaining prisooers by January 1956. Qtl.y a few prisooers were not annestied, and 
sporadic mail fran them has been reported as late as November 1959. 
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THE STAMP 
SG 4584, issued 1976. 
Designed by E. Jmiskin. 
Printed recess and lithe. 
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The Story Behind the Stamp 
V. SHEPPARD 

THE S'KEY: Designed by I. Sikorski and constructed at the Russo-
' Baltic wagon Works in Riga and st.Petersburg, the 'Ilya Muranets' 

was the \\'Orld's first large 4-engined aircraft. Its specificatioos 
read IOOre like those of a WW2 banber, for it was 113 feet in wing 
span, and 67 feet in length. '!he cabin was fully enclosed, with 
heating, lighting and toilet! It was well-armed and carried a 
substantial banb load, a camera and, fran 1916, a tail gunner. 
About 73 of these machines were built, half the number in use as 
training aircraft. '!he others were grouped into '!=Jkadra Yozdushnyh 
~rabley', Squadrons of Flying Ships, or EVK. Probably the nost 
successfl.il mtlts of the Imperial Russian Air Service, these machines 
carried out very loog-range reconnaissances, and banbing attacks 
all alccg the Eastern Front. '!he engines used varied, including 
Argus, SUnbeam, Sal.rnson and bane-built mtlts fran Russian factories. 
'!he flying speed was about 8~, but enemy fighters brought down 

ccly two, and had a respect for its defences. Several were lost in 
flying accidents. Equipped with ski landing gear (see stamp) it 
operated in winter oonditions, throughout the war. 
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BALTICA '90 
GEORGE HENDERSON 

Sane may think that Soest ( 40 miles east of Dortmund) is a lcng way to go for a ptllatelic 
weekend, but Fred Goatcher, my wife and I found it well worth the jooi:ney. Soest, a for:mer 
member of the Hanseatic League, is an attractive town with many ancient buildings, a fine 
cathedral, and a Rathaus large enough to house oanfortably an exhibiti<Xl with 160 frames. 
'lhe occasi<Xl was 'BALTICA '90', the latest in a series of biermial events hosted by the local 
ptllatelic society, Soester Briefmarkenfreunde, and providing a venue for meeting of the 
Arbeitsgemeinschaft Estland im BDPh eV. A special feature this year was the presence of six 
oollectors fran Tallin. 

'!he displays, as expected, included many spectacular items fran all three Baltic states. 
Gerhard Hahne's Vilnius included brilliant straight-line marks in both latin and cyrillic; · 
another oollector showed a run of oovers illustrating the vicissitudes of that city during 
Polish, Russian and other occupatioos in 1939-40. I was interested to note, in George Weber's 
display, the 1933 i.mperforate ainnails of Lithuania described as "fur das Kind" (for the 
children) - a descriptiCX1 confinm by a oover oo '<fflich their postal validity was disallowed. 

Ruud van Wijnen's display of Latvia 1918-20 included an interesting group of oovers posted in 
Riga and addressed to Kerch CXl the Crimean peninsula, each had been retumed marked, not sur

prisingly, SmvICE SUSPENDED in Ehglish with a well-worn rul:i>er stamp; no other marks gave any 
indication of were this mark was applied; a p::>ssible scenario would have been Riga via Sweden 

to I.oodon and back. 

'!he displays of Estooia included sane truly outstanding items. Ants Linnard showed a brilliant 
REVAL in scroll postmark of 1709, a letter fran Reval to Narva dated 1663, and ooe fran stock
holm to Reval dated 1688 bearing the royal seal of Karl XI. Peter Kaulin's oollectioo of postal 
history 1918-1941 included two exanples of Rakwere provisionals oo ocmnercial covers. Displays 
of postal history by Artur Menzerl and Rolf-Dieter Heimann both included enviably beautiful 
strikes of early straight:-line marks of Dorpa.t, Narva, Hapsal, etc. And Kalevi Kokk displayed a 
highly specialised study of the air mail stamps and their troublesane provisional overprints. 

A benefit forth~ Society's library was the gift of a number of issues of EES1'I POST - Mitteil
ungsblatt der ArGe Estland im BDPh, donated by Herr Art~ Menzen, to whan I have offered BJRP 

in exchange. 

For Baltic specialists BALTICA '90 was an unforgettable feast; those wo missed it are urged to 
watch for details of BALTICA '92. 
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Fig.1 Home-to-Front mail: postcard from Mikhaelis (Ehstlyand Gub.) to 42nd Army Corps 
headquarters (FPO 46) via Main FPO in Velikie Luki. 

Pb, HA6r0nblll, H 11•, IIOCIIIIA. 

Fig.2 Front-to-Home mail: postcard to Marienburg (Livlyand Gub.) from FPO 11 (9th Army 
Corps) via the Minsk Return FPO. 
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Postmarks o·n Soldiers' Mail in Russia 
during WWI 1914-1918 
ALEXANDER EPSTEIN 

'lhe beginning of Wl in July* 1914 was followed in Russia by a shm:p increase of the volume of 
mail as a result of postcazds and letters to and fran newly mbilised soldiers. Aooc:>l:ding to the 
regulatioos, ordinary caxds and letters (up to 30 grams in weight) to the Ant¥ in the field, as 
well as cards and letters fran soldiers serving in the aEmed forces - inclooing those atmilitary 
institutioos, hospitals, etc. - could be sent free of postage. It wasn •t until 1 February 1917 
that a special reduced postage rate was introduced for postcazds and letters to the Amy: 2 kopeks 

for cards and 5 kopeks for letters. 

However, letters weighing m:>re than 30 grams, printed matter, postal l!Dley oroers and parcels 
(up to 16 kg) had to be franked with postage stanqis in acoo~ce with the postal rates of the 

period. 'Ibis applied to intematiooal postcazds and letters as well. Registered mail, CD> mail, 
letters with notificatioo of receipt and telegraptlc rooney orders to/fran the Amy were not 
allowed. 

'lb certify that a card or lE:tter fran the Amy was free of charge, a special cachet of the military 
unit, institutioo, hospital etc., or the simple wording 'Fran Active Service', was to be applied 
to the cover/card. 'Ibis rule, however, was not always followed strictly, and caxds or envelopes 
are fomid without such a marking, wich were nevertheless forwarded normally by the post. Iater, 
ii) 1916 when new regulatioos had been introduced, officers were allowed to post their mail without 
a military unit cachet, b.tt this privilege was abolished in 1917 aooarding to circular #24 of the 
Central Postal .!ldministratioo, dated March 28. 

It is worth noting that in 1916 the use of special military unit markings was drastically reduced 
to be replaced aln0st oarpletely by markings 'Fran Active Service'. In particular, the oorresp:ading 
instructioos are ocntained in the order by the <l:rmlamer of. North Froo.t No. 72 of 28 March 1916, 
where markings 'Frail Active Service' were reccmnended to be struck oo cards or letters posted in 
civilian post offices, and the mail posted in field post offices might remain without any military 
marking at all. 

Mail of military units or institutioos could be forwarded either via civilian post offices or via 
field post offices (FPO) opened during the first "'1eeks of the war. '!here were the following types 

of field post establishments: · 

- Main FPO 

- Headquarters FPO 

- Corps FPO . 

- Reserve FPO 

and also 

(rRABHASI IlOREBAH IlOtfl'OBAH KOHTOPA) 
(IlOREB~ IlOtfl'OB~ KOHTOPA rRABHOA KBAPTHPM) 
(KOPilYCHAH IlOREBAH IlOtfl'OB~ KOHTOPA) 
(3AilACHAH IlOREBAH IlOtfl'OBAH KOHTOPA) 

- Rear post-and-telegrapl suboffice (STAilHOE IlOtfl'OBO-TERErPAtHOE OT.llMEHHE) 

Sanewhat later 

- Retum FPO 

- a:ntrol FPO 

(OEPATHAH IlOREB~ IlOtfl'OBAH KOHTOPA), and 

(KOHTPORbHAH IlOREBAH IlOtfl'OBAH KOHTOPA) 

*All dates are given in the Old Style (Julian) calendar, unich lagged 13 days behind ttie Gregorian. 
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were created. '1he functiatlng of these various kims of FPO, their attachment to military units 

and their locatial will be dealt with elsewhere in this issue. · 

Within the field post network, postal points (IIOlfl'OBA.SI IIOJICTABA) were also created. '1hese 

handled cnly oroinary mail. Since they did not have their own datestamps they are not considered 

here. Fllrt:hernm'e, field telegrai;il suboffioes were also fonned, in pair with a Head:;luarters, 

0:>rps or Reserve FPO, but these did not handle mail. In 1915-1916 the field telegrai;il sub-offices 

serving the frait, cll1llY head:;luarters and the ~d:;luarters of the O:mnander-in-Quef, as well as 

a few suboffices at the caucasian Front were upgraded to Field Telegrai;il Offices (Fl'O). '1he 

postmarks of sane F'l'Os are known al oovers. 

'!be postal regul.aticns in force in Russia demanded that all mail was to be postmarked both at 

the point of origin and at the destinatial. 'Ibis rule was usually followed, although cazds and 

occasicnally oovers without the receipt postmark can easily be found. 

Generally, a letter or card to the Army was to have at least three postmarks: point of origin 

and destinatial, as well as that of a Main or Caltrol FPO (fig.1). Frcmt-to-Hane mail was to 
have postmarks at point of origin and destinatial, and later - sanetimes - that of a Return 

FPO (fig.2). In m:>at cases, however, one or two of these postmarks are missing, · 

'1he new 'Regulaticns for the Field Post and Telegrai;il Establishments in the 'lbeatre of war•, 
approved by the Tsar al 13 August 1914, gave the nl.lllber of datestamps that a FPO was to have: 

Main FPO : 25 
Headquarters FPO : 6 
0:>rps FPO 6 
Reserve FPO .. 6 

~reover, every FPO was to have a Postage Due hand.stamp ( 2 for a Main FPO) to be applied to 
insufficiently franked and unfranked oovers that were not entitled to be sent free of charge. 

'!be number of datestamps given above does not necessarily mean that a FPO really used all those 

datestamps. In fact, cnly a few Main FPOs used all 25 datestamps for postmarking mail. Ch the 

other hand, there were sane 0:>rps FPOs that had m:>re than six datestamps in use. 

Aloong the FPOs opened during the first weeks of the war, probably cnly 0:>rps ' FPOs had datestamps 

at first. '1hese were datestamps left over f:ron the Russo-Japanese war of 1904-1905, usually with 

the inscripticns of the corps name. '1hese datestamps are found .in the old single circle, cross

shaped date type, or in the new double circle type (fig.3). '1he earliest known postmark of this 

kind is dated 30 July (fig.4). 

. . 
Fig.3 Postmarks with the name of the Corps in the inscription. 

Hc:Mever, such postmarks, as well as civilian postmarks with the name of a town might, in ocnjunc

tial with a military unit cachet and sanetimes the ocntents of an open letter, the picture al a 

postcard, a military unit mentialed in the address of a letter to the Army, give away the locatial 

of a military unit, its subordinatial and other sensitive infonnatial to the enemy. 'lherefore, by 

Decree #3830 of the Qmnander-in-a'lief's Head of Staff, dated 30 July· 1914, all postmarking of 

soldiers' mail was 'prohibited. '!be result of this Decree was that datestamps with 0:>rps name in

scripticns were in use for a short period cnly: abJut a ioonth, although sane examples of later 

use are known, e.g. that of the FPO of the 3%d Siberian Army 0:>rps as late as Decanber 1914 

(fig.5). Hc:Mever, al the whole such postmarks are very scarce. 
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Fig.4 The earliest knoldl'l use of a FPO postmark: postcard to Tashkent from the FPO of the 
3rd Army Corps dated 30 July 1~14. The year is missing because this old datestamp 
did not hav~ the required year plugs. 
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Fig.5 Late use of an old-type postmark: postcard to Revel from the FPO of the 
3rd Siberian Army Corps postmarked 3 December 1914. 
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Fig.7 ~issing FPO postmark: postcard postmarked 7 Decenber 1914 at Hapsal (Ehstlyand Gub.) 
to headquarters of the 9th Army • 

... 

... 

:.,:;.<,;, 

.__ __ ..... ___ l!llllil ____ • ___ llllil & ...._ ___ 
Fig.a Franked postcard to Vesenberg (Ehstlyand Gub.) The stamps are cancelled by the 

triangular postmark of Reserve FPO 107 in Brody (Eastern Galicia). 
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Another ccnsequence of the Decree was the introductioo of new datestamps with the FPOnumber or 
oode letter inscribed. Acoording to Appendix 3 of the Decree, numbers were given to the 36 Corps 
FPOs ·in existence at that time, while Reserve FPOs were renumbered: 100 was added to their old 
number. Headquarters FPOs were designated by a capital letter of the Cyrillic ali;ilabet as early 

as 1910 according to the m:lbilisatioo order. Main FPOs had initially been designated by capital 
letters as well, but later they were named after the cities and towns where they were located. 
Rear Post-and-Telegrai;n Suboffices were given ·numbers starting at 201. 

Postmarks with these new FPO designatioos, excluding Return and Control FPOs which were created 
later, are found with dates beginning in Q::tober of 1914. Such datestamps remained in use until 
the end of the war in February 1918. A Main FPO designated by a letter - namely •3• (Cyrillic 
'Z') - has so far only been found for the Main FPO in Tiflis during September 1914 (fig.6). 

Fig.6 An early postmark of 
Main FPO ' 3 ' in Ti flis. 

Until the new datestamps could be made and sent to the various FPOs, soldiers' mail usually was 
not postmarked (fig.7), although in sane cases old datestamps were used contrary to Decree 
#3830. However, several Corps and Reserve FPOs - apparently only at the South-West Front - used 
triangular cachets with the FPO number during this period (SeptE!llber-October 1914)7 see fig.8 
and inset. Sare authors erroneously consider these triangular marks to be so-called 'mute' post
marks, such as were used by the •civilian post offices in the west and southwest provinces of 
Russia during the first m:,nths of the war. 'lhese cachets usually occur cancelling stamps on 
franked covers, but sane postcards sent free of charge are also known with these marks. In all 
cases, triangular markings are rare, especially on cover. Use of t\110-line marks without a date 
for cancelling stamps is also known. 

Beginning with October 1914, al.roost all FPO postmarks were of the double circle type (fig.9). 
However, there were exceptions. '!bus, the Main FPO in Radzivilov used the single circle, cross
shaped date postmark (fig.10). An unusual singie circle postmark is known fran FPO 25 (fig.11). 

. ~ ~~'\1,4'(1~ 6 
a: ~ . ? i:ti· . • 

~ 11 S 1S ~ ~ 10 41a . ::t • J f2 f8 ~ ~ 13915 · ~ "b " ~ .:r: 

Fig.9 Double-circle postmarks 
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Fig.1O Old, single-circle postmark of l'lain FPO in Radzivilovs 
postcard from Lutsk (Volyniya Gub.) to the Army. 

Fig.11 An unusual postmark of 
FPO 25 (23rd Army Corps). 

Fig.12 Civilian postmark of the point of origin is present: postcard from a soldier of the 
154th Infantry Regiment at Sarykamish (Caucasian Front) to Borovichi (Novgorod Gub.) 
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Fig.13 Civilian postmark of the point of origin is missing: postcard from the Army to 
Pyukhtitsa {Ehstlyand Gub.). 

Fig.14 A 'mute' datestamp: postcard from Tver to the Army, prepaid with a 2k stamp 
according to the special postal rate, and datestamped by the civilian post office 
in Dvinsk. There is a pencil inscription 1Dvinsk' in Russian,probably made in a 
Main FPO. 
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Fig.15 Old-type 1Doplatit' mark: postcard fran the Army to Revel. 

Fig.16 'Doplatit' mark with the t0111n name erased in the l01118r halfs postcard to Krasnye Gory 
(Ehstlyand Gub.) fran a hospital in Nizhnii Novgorod (as inscribed in the military 
marking in the upper right corner). · 
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ene should keep in mind that the inscriptim of a postmark does not neoessari_ly give the true 
status of a FPO. 'lhus, a laEge majority of Corps FPOs and sane of the Headquarters FPOs used 
datestanp; without the woro 1<:mPS 1 (KOPilYCHASl)or •~• (fJIABHOO KBAPTHPH), 

respectively. A f~ Reserve FPOs had datestamps without the word 'RESERVE' (3AIIACHASI). 
Also, sare Corps and Headquarters FPOs created out of fonner Reserve FPOs ccntinued to use the 

_old da~tamps, sanetimes to the end of the war. 

Postmarks indicating a FPO number or code letter did not infringe upon security rules. 'Ibis 

also goes for Main FPOs with postmarks mentioning a locatim since, in this case, this was not 

essential infonnation. However, after the introduction of the new FPO datestamps many civilian 

post offices began to use their own postmarks again for marking soldiers' mail (fig.12). 

To pit an end to this practice, a new Oeder of the Camlander-in-Qtlef's Head of staff, ,#SS, was 

issued on 10 June 1916. Acoarding to this Oeder, all soldiers' mail sent via civilian post offices 

was not to be postmarked at all, or marked by 11111te' postmarks: datestamps without the name of 

the town but with date. 'Ibis rule did not apply to field post institutions. In fact, a majority 

of civilian post offices chose the path of least resistance and did not" postmark mail at· all 

(fig.13). Cnly a few post offices, for example in Revel, Dvinsk, Soolensk and Petrograd, made and 

used 'mute' datestamps (fig.14). 

As to Postage Due handstamps, these were rarely used. To date no such marking with an FPO designa

tim has been found. It is quite likely that FPOs used the mute 'Doplatit' marks of the type 

ocmnon for post offices in Russia until the early years of this century. SUch 'Doplatit' marks 

were also used by sane civilian post offices after Oeder #SS had been issued in 1916. other civil.;. 

ian post offices used marks with the town name excised as in 'mute' datestamps (fig.16). It should 

be mentioned that civilian post offices marked with 'Doplatit' cachets all mail that had been 
posted into a letter-box and not handed in at the post office by a military person who was author

ised to do so under the regulations. 

This article is based on the following docunents: 

- Regulations on Field Post and Telegraphic Establishments in the Theatre of War. ·· 
St Petersburg, 1914. 

- D~cree of the Conmander-in-Chief's Head of Staff #3830 of 30 July 1914. 

- Order of the Conmander-in-Chief's Head of Staff #55 of 10 June 1916. 

- Post-and-Telegraph Journal (Official section) #34, 1914; #2, 3, 1917. 

- philatelic materials. 
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Field Post Offices of the -Russian Army 
in WWI 1914-1918 
ALEXANDER EPSTEIN 

'!he 'Regulations for Postal and Telegrapi · E'Btablishments aaninistered by the Field Post-and
Telegrapi Mministration' · of 1890 were still in force in Russia_ \ffleil WHl broke out in July 1914 
(all dates in Old style). '!he field post network established during the first weeks of the war 

• was organised in accordance with these regulations, as well as the '!l:lbilisation Order' of 1910. 
It was not until the middle of August that new 'Regulations on Post-and-Telegrapi E'Btablishments 
in the 'lheatre of War' (referred to fran now on as the Regulations) were a.i;:proved by the Tsar. 
However, these Regulations differed little fran the earlier document, although experience gained 
during the Russo-Japanese war of 1904-1905 had shown its inadequacy and disadvantages. New prin
ciples of azmy organisation fcmnulated in the 'Regulations for Field Qntrol of Troops during 
Wartime' of 1914, to which the aforementioned Regulations had.been an ai;pendix, had no effect al 
field post organisatial. 

Let us review the organisatial of the Russian Amy during WHl. '!he largest fonna.tial was the 
Fralt, which would inclooe several Armies. '!here were two Fronts in the &lropean theatre of war 
at first: the North-West Front against GeJ:many, oonsisting of the 1st and 2nd Arn¥, and the 
South-West Front against Austria-Hungary, consisting of the 3rd, 4th, 5th and 8th Amy. '!here 
were also two separate Armies: the 6th and 7th, near to Petrograd and Oiessa, respectively. In 

August of 1915, after the Russian forces had retreated fran Poland and Lithuania, the North-West 
Front was separated into the Northern Front and the Western Front. New Armies were raised during 
the War: the 9th, 10th, llth and 12th Amy, as well as the Special Amy, while a 13th Amy also · 
existed briefly. '!he separate 6th and 7th Amy eventually became parts .of Fronts. At the end of 
1916, after Ranania had joined the Entente, a new Rananian Front was opened. Finally, a .separate 
caucasian Amy operated in the Asian theatre of war after the ottanan Empire had declared war al 
Russia in October 1914. In 1917, the caucasian Front, which inclooed the caucasian Amy and 
separate fo:cnations in Persia, was created. 

'lhe number of Armies in a Front was not specified. '!here could be as few as two Armies (e.g. in 
the North-West Front at the start of the camprlgn) or as many as seven (e.g. also in the North
West Front, during the general retreat in the SUnmer of 1915). 

. -
Each Amy consisted of several Amy 0:>rps or cavalry 0:>rps. '!he number of 0:>rps in an Amy was 
also not specified, and changed repeatedly. Furthemr:>re, there were separated 0:>rps that had 
never been part of an Amy, e.g. the 42nd Amy 0:>rps in Finland-during 1917, the 7th caucasian 
Amy 0:>rps and the 1st caucasian cavalry Corps in Finland. In additial to 0:>rps, separate Divisions, 
Detachments and other military fonna.tions and units ~d also form part of an Amy. 

Each Cbrps nomally oonsisted of two Divisions, b.It during the war this was often increased to 
as much as six Divisions. Again, separate Brigades, Detachments, Regiments could also form part 
of a Cbrps. 

'!he Divisial was the largest military fonna.tion in Russia that had a pe.r:manent canpositial. Each 
Divisial inclooed two Brigades of four Regiments each, all strictly specified. 'lhe Divisial (in 
sane cases also a Brigade) was also the smallest military fonna.tial that could have a field post 

office attached to it. 

Finally, there was a temporary military fonnatial in the Russian Amy known as a Detachment. 
'!here were larger Detachments ocnsisting, for instance, of a Divisial, a Brigade and other, 
smaller units, the total not being large enough to form a 0:>rps. Ch the other hand, smaller 
Detachments could ocnsist of a Divisial and a Regiment. In the caucasian Amy there were even 
Detachments so large that they actually embraced a canplete 0:>rps and smaller units, b.It in the 
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course of the war all these Detachments were refomed into nomal fomatians, or sinply dis
banded. 

'!he new Regulatians of 1914 (as well as those of 1890) envisaged the following types of Field 
Post Office (FPO): 

1. Main FPO 

2. FPO either Headquarters FPO 

or Corps FPO 

3. Reserve FPO ( sanetimes just Reserve PO) 

'lhese establishments, as well as Field Telegrapi Suboffices and Postal Points were oontrolled 
by Post-and-Telegrapi Departments that were parts of the Mninistratian of the Chief of Front 
Military Omnunications. However, the majority of FPOs were directly subordinated to the head
quarters of the military fomations to which they were attached. 

According to the Regulatians, Main FPOs were to be set up in the theatre of war along its 
border with the Empire, mainly at railway junctions, and 'NOUld deal with the sorting and for
warding of mail. 'lbe points at which Main FPOs were to be fomed had been specifi_ed in the 
'Mobilisation Order' of 1910, but sane changes were made at the beginning of the war. During 
the first few weeks a total of eight Main FPOs were opened. By the end of · 1914 sane new Main 
FPOs were created and others were transferred to new locations. Many Main FPOs·were relocated 
during the general retreat of 1915. 'lbe last two Main FPOs were opened in 1917. A list of Main 
FPOs is given in Table .1, including their designations and locations at various times. For the 
system of designating Main and other FPOs, see the article elsewhere in this issue. 'Ibis Table, 
and the others in this article, are mainly based an documents in archives, such as orders and 
decrees of the Catmander-in-Chi~, hi~ Head of Staff, the Chief of Front Military Omnunications, 
oc::mnaniers of various Annies, as well as official correspondence fran the Head of the Petrograd 
Post-and-Telegrapi District. 

In cases where no documents could be found, attempts were made to extract the necessary infom
ati~ fran what sources were available, such as piilatelic material (military markings an covers, 
the addresses on cards anq letters to the Army, the oontent of messages fran the Army, the 
picture on a postcaJ:d, etc. in oonjunctian with FPO datestamps an the cover) and military history 
books about ww.L, making direct or indirect conclusions possible. Of course, such methods do not 
always lead to the truth, and in many cases can lead to false oonclusians. 'lberefore, information 
obtained in this way is marked by a question mark in brackets, and should be seen as hypothetical. 

'lbe'Regulations stated that Main FPOs were to be opened during the first two weeks after roobili
satioo had been declared. In Table 1 and the following tables the abbreviation BW (beginning of 
war) is adopted for those FPOs. 'lbe majority of Main and other FPOs ceased to function in February
March 1918, and this is denoted by Eli (end of war). 

'lbe main duty of the Main FPO was sorting and forwarding Hane-to-Front mail. Cards and letters 
posted in offices of the State Post were directed to one of the Main FPOs depending on which TPO 
was IIDst suited to transport the mail there. For example, Petrograd Main FPO handled mail fran 
Petrograd and its province, the provinces of Novgo:rod, Arkhangelsk, Vologda, Penn, Vyatka, Kostrana., 
Yaroslavl, part of M:>scow province, all the Siberian provinces and Finland during 1914-1915. 
(alitorial note: for sinplicity, oblasts, guberniyas and okrugs are all collectively described 
as 'provinces' ) • 

Fran the Main FPO the mail was directed to the correct state post office or FPO where a military 
unit or institution had been registered. For this plrpOSe, special secret files of unit locations 
were kept. Indicating the designation of a military formatioo (Division, Corps, Army) oo a cover, 
beside the name of the addressee and his military unit or institutioo, was strictly prohibited by 
the Regulations. 

During the first ncnths of the war Main FPOs also handled Front-to-Front mail, as had been speci
fied in another clause of the Regulations, as well as Front-to-Hane mail. In fact, for the Main 
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FPO in Lvov this was its main functioo. Usually, however, Fl:alt-to-lblle mail was passed directly 
to the nearest state Post office oo a convenient railway line, lfflich'then foi:waroed it further 
to its destinatioo. 

'lhe staff of a Main FPO was the largest of all FP0:I. Initially, acoording to the Regulations, it 
oanprised 55 enployees, including 20 postmen. During the war this was increased repeatedly, but 
not evenly for all Main FPOs. For exanple, the Main FPO in Petrograd had 135 employees by April 
1917 (excluding military persamel and men temporarily attached to this Main FPO), while IIDSt 
other Main FP0:I had about 100 enployees. 

By the middle of 1915 it became clear that the Main FP0:I could not cope with handling the Fl:alt
to-lblle mail, the volume of lfflich had increased dramatically as a result of the Russian AJ:my's 
overall increase in strength. Qxisequently, Return FP0:I were created during the seocnd half of 
1915 for each frait, with the sorting and forwarding of Fl:alt-to-lblle mail oc:rning fran FP0:I as 
their main duty. '!here were four Return FP0:I by 1917, see Table 2. 

However, the Return FPO of the Western Fl:alt was split into three suboffices (in Minsk, Polotsk 
and Ganel) since the tortuous frait line made it impossible to route all mail caning fran FP0:I 
to a single Return FPO. Return FP0:I with the status and staff of a Main FPO were created by re
naming those Main FP0:I that had beoane superfluous after the Russian retreat fran Galicia and 
Poland. It is interesting to note that a Main FPO fulfilling the duties of a Return FPO existed 
during the Russo-Japanese war ( so-called Main Central FPO) but this precedent was not taken into 
aooount in the new Regulatioos. • 

Earlier, at the end of 1914, it was decided to relieve Main FP0:I fran the burden of handling 
Front-to-Front mail, as the Main FP0:I were usually located quite a distance away fran the areas 
where military operations tCXlk place and where the majority of the FP0:I were located. 'Ibis set
up created serious delays in delivering Front-to-Front mail, and o:ntrol FPOs were created at 
the Headquarters of each AJ:my (excluding the caucasian AJ:my). Another o:ntrol FPO was located 
in Lvov; it was later turned into a Main FPO. Another duty of the new Q:ntrol FP0:I was redirect
ing inoorr~y addressed mail, also a task that had been handled by Main FPOs before then. 
Alm:>st all Q:ntrol FP0:I, except that in Lvov and o:ntrol FPO 60, were given the same code 
letter/nunber designatioo as the corresponding Headquarters FPO. However, Control FP0:I functiooed 
independently of Headquarters FP0:I. See Table 3 for a listing of Control FP0:I. 

According to the Regulations, the functioo of Field Post Offices - either Headquarters or~ -
was the handling and delivering mail of military units, institutions, etc., subordinated to the 
~esponding Al:my or Corps headquarters. Headquarters and Corps FP0:I were usually fonned for a 
military fonnatioo on the basis of either the 'M:>bilisation Order' or, later-oo, orders fran the 
Carmander-in-Otlef or his Head of staff. However, in certain cases where a Corps or Al:my was 
created in an area of military operations, a Res~e FPO could be refonned into a Corps or Head
quarters FPO by an order of the Otlef of Front Military Ckmnunications, as had been envisaged 
in the Regulations. In such cases, the new FPO usually had the same number designatioo as the 
old Reserve FPO. 

After having been attached to a military fonnatioo, FP0:I operated alJoost permanently: ooly when 
a FPOwas relocated together with the corresponding headquarters was there a brief interruptioo 
in services. Usually, a FPO remained attached to the same headquarters unless the headquarters 
were disbanded. In certain cases the headquarters were renamed (as when the 37th AJ:my Corps 
became the 13th Al:my Corps) or transferred to another fonnation altogether, but its FPO usually 
went along with it. For exanple, the headquarters of the 5th AJ:my later became that of the 12th 
AJ:my, and later still, that of the 6th AJ:my. '!he headquarters of the 13th AJ:my were renamed as 
that of the 12th AJ:my. 

Finally, it should be enp1aSized that Headquarters FP0:I were normally attached to an Al:my head
quarters, and Corps FP0:I to Corps headquarters. However, there were cases where a Headquarters 
FPO·was attached to a Corps (FPO JI to 33rd AJ:my Corps) or Corps FPO to a mere Divisioo (FPQ;i 55, 
102 and 110 to 3rd, 2nd and 1st Qlards cavalry Divisioo respectively, see Table 4). 
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As for Reserve FPQg, these might be opened, according to the Regulations, \«ten this should be 
necessary, at Divisions or seperate Detachments, or at those points in the theatre of war that 
were ·chosen by the Head of the Post-and-Telegrap,. Deputment according to instructions fran the 
Chief of Frant Military Ccmmmications. Also, Reserve FPQg might be attached to a newly formed 
Corps, or even an Al:my, subsequently being transformed into a Corps or Headquarters FPO. '1he 
Regulations prescribed the fcmnation of one Reserve FPO for every two Corps, but this rule 'was 
rarely followed. 

In fact, at the various Franta, Reserve FPQg were used in different ways. A few of them operated 
as semi-civilian post offices in occupied enemy territory as in Eastern Galicia during 1914-1915 
or Turkish ADnenia during 1916-1917. However, in the majority of cases they were attached to 
various Division, Corps, Al:my or. Detac:tunent headquarters. 

Unlike Headquarters and Corps FPQg, Reserve FPQg might be opened or closed as demands dictated. 
'1he majority of the Reserve FPQg changed their subordination and ftmction repeatedly. For instance, 
a semi-civilian Reserve FPO in an occupied town might be attached to a Division after abandoning 
this town. If a separate Division with a Reserve FPO attached became part of a Corps, its (Reserve) 
FPO might ·remain with the Division for a certain time, or be taken away and transferred to another 
separate Division. 

'lhere was no such procedure in the 'M:lbilisation Order' of 1910i However, this ccncept was adopted 
in the new Regulations. 'lhese Regulations did not mention either Frant headquarters nor the 
Carrnander-in-Chief' s headquarters ( 'stavka' ) • As a result, the headquarters of the North-West 
Fral.t was served by a Reserve FPO, \«tile other Front headquarters used the services of Headquarters 
FP<s. 

A list of Headquarters, Corps and Reserve FPQg operating during 1914-1918 is given in Table 4, 
\fflich gives attachment, location_ and ~ctivity periods for those FP<s. At the nonent we know for 
almost all Front, Al:my and Corps headquarters \fflich FPQg served them. Matters are IIDre canplex 
for Reserve FPQg·, and there is still much we do not know. In all cases the aim was to list the 
exact military formation (roore precisely, its headquarters) to \fflich a FPO was attached. When 
this was not possible, the possibilities were narrowed down as much as possible by listing a 
larger military f6:rmation in \fflich that FPO flmctioned (in brackets). As for the location, one 
should keep in mind that the great majority of these FPQg changed their location quite often as 
they followed their headquarters. According to the Regulations, a FPO was to be located at the 
same place as the appropriate headquarters, or in any case not further away than about 6 kilo
metres. However, this rule appears to have been broken in certain cases. For example, \«tile the 
headguarters of the 4th Al:my was located in Konsk during the first quarter of 1915, its FPO 
(designation f) had been located in Radan, about 60 kilaneters fran Kansk, fran 21 February 
onward, and a special daily car service established to carry mail between the headquarters and 
FPO. 'Ibis should be kept fi.nnly in mind, since Table 4 roostly lists the locations of headquarters, 
\fflich therefore do not ex>incide with the locations of the attached FPO, at least not in all cases. 

At the rronent, it is not possible to trace all relocations of many FPQg during the period of the 
war (almost 4 years for Russia). 'lherefore, FPO locations are only given \«ten a FPO remained at 
that point.for a sufficiently lcng time, at least a roonth. Often only the general area of opera
tion is given, but in all cases the Frant at \fflich the FPO was active is listed. 

In many cases the location of a FPO is not indicated because of tmcertainty about the duration of 
a FPO's stay at a certain point. For example, FPO 16 was ascertained to be located at Radan in 
May 1915, FPO Nos.20, 128 and •Jr• in stanislav in May 1915, February 1915 and at the end of 1916, 
respectively, FPO No.161 in Trebizand in April 1916, FPO No.164 in T.rebizand, No.166 in Erzerurn 
and No.168 in Tashagil all in 1917, etc., but roore precise data are still missing. All that is 
beyond the scx,pe of the present paper and will be dealt with in future articles ccncerning Russian 
field post activities in various regions and periods of war. Anyway, Table 4 is open for further 
additions and corrections. 

Che 110re type of field post establishment was the Rear Post-Telegralil Suboffice (RPI'SO). Strangely 
enough, this kind of office was mentioned in the 1910 'r-t:lbilisaticn Order' but not in the 
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Regulatiais. '1he main task of a RP1'SO was servicing troops or military institutiais stationed at 
places where no office of the state Post operated, i:e., principally _in _occupied enemy territory. 
In fact, a n\Xl'ber of RPTSOs formed by October 1914 was stationed in many towns of Eastem Galicia, 
and also in sane places of Western Galicia, Bukovina and East Prussia. However, after the general 
retreat of 1915 the majority of the RP1'SO that were •out of a job' were attached to various cavalry 
and other Divisiais. '!he exact functi~ of other RPTSOs active at the .South-West Front during the 
seoond occupatioo of Eastern Galicia and Bukovina in 1916-1917 is not yet sufficiently clear at 
the nanent. A list of RPTSOs with the infonnatioo we now possess is given in Table 5. All the · 
remarks made about Reserve FPOs also ag;>ly to RPTSOs. 

'Ibis article would not be canplete without mentioo of the so-called Main Rear Field Post-office 
that operated scmewhere in Persia during the last years of the war. However, no docment has 
been found that revealed the duties and locatioo of this establishment. 

It is an essential fact that FPOs handled not ooly mail fran and to military units or institu
tiais, but also mail fran civilians who found themselves in areas of military operatiais, for 
example officials of the Russian civilian aaninistratioo of occupied territories. As mentioned 
in the I Survey of Main Post-Telegrapi Mninistratioo during WWl • for 1914, sane FPOs also 
handled mail fran local inhabitants of occupied territories where no other post offices operated. 
In particular, this holds for FPOs and RPl'SOs within the Galician Post-Telegrapi Depart:ment that 
had been formed in the spring of 1915 and was in operatioo for a few m::nths. '1he Main FPO in Lvov, 
Reserve FPOs 107, 114 and 124, and RPl'SOs 207, 208, 213-215, 219, 221, 227, 231 and 239 were 
subordinated to this Department. Postcards fran local inhabitants handled by the Russian field 
post have been found as well. 

Literature· used: 

- Strategic Accou,t of the blar 1914-1918 Parts 1 - 7. l'losc0111, 1920-1922. 

S.D. Tchilinghirian & W.S.E. Stephen Stanps of the Russian Enpire Used Abroad Parts 2,3, 
1957-1958 • 

.... Regulations for Field Control of Troops during Wartime. Petrograd, 1914. 
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Regulations on Post-and-Telegraph Establishments in the Theatre of War. Appendix 6 to para.SB 
of the abovementioned 'Regulations'. Petrograd, 1914. 

Central State Historical Archives of the USSR Fund 1289, inv.10, files 65-70; inv.12, file 147. 

Orders and Decrees from the Conmander-in-Chi~f (1914-1915, 1917) and his Head of Staff (1915-17). 

Orders from the Chief of ~ilitary Camuiications of the North-West Front (1914-1915), 
Northern Front (1916-1918), ldestern Front (1916-1917), South-West Front 
(1914-1915) and Caucasian Front (1917). 

Orders and Dec~ees from the Conmanders of the 1st-13th, Special and Caucasian Armies (1914-18) 

Notes in British Journal of Russian Philately and Rossica Journal. 
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TABLE 1 : MAIN FIELD POST OFFICES 

Desig,ation Initial letter Period Notes 
& Location Desig,ation -

Baranovichi 8.1915 Transferred from Vilno 
Transferred to Velikie Luki 

Bryansk 10.1917 - E.W. Probably transferred from Kiev 

Dvinsk 11.1914 - 7.1915 Transferred from Pskov 
Transferred to Rzhev 

Gamel r B.W. - E.W. 

Kiev 0 B.W. - 10.1917(7) Probably transferred to Btyansk 

Kremenchug I B.W. - E.W. 

Lvov 2.1915 - 11.6.1915 Formerly a Control FP~ 
Transferred to Podvolochisk 

Minsk 10.10.1914 - E.W. 

Odessa 12.1916 - E.W. 

Petrograd E B.W. - E.W. 

Podvolochisk 6.1915 - 8, 1915 Transferred from Lvov 
Transferred to Kazatin and 
renamed to Return PO 

Polotsk 11.1914 - E.W. 

Pskov H 8.1914 - 11.1914 

Radzivilov 13.11.1914 - 30.6.1915 Transferred from Sarny 
Transferred back to Sarny 

-Rzhev 7.1915 ·- E.W. Transferred from Dvinsk 

Sarny B B.W. - 11.1914 Transferred to Radzivilov 
7.1915 - 4.9.1915 Transferred from Radzivilov 

Transferred to Kiev and 
renamed to Return PO 

Smolensk lI B.W. - E.W. 

Tiflis 3 9.1914 - E.W. 

Velikie Luki E B.W. - 11.1914 Transferred to Polotsk 
9.1915 - E.W. Transferred from Baranovichi 

Vilno A B.W. - 2.8.1915 Transferred to Baranovichi 

Warsaw 10.9.1914 - 24.7.1915 Transferred to Polotsk, 
later renamed to Return PO 

Ztwnerinka 14.11.1914 - E.W. 
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TABLE 2: RETURN FIELD POST OFFICES 

Designation Location Period Notes 

Northern Front Valk 12.1915 - E.bl. Transferred from Kiev and renamed 

Western Front 
(Polotsk) 

Suboffice Polotsk 11.1915 - E.bl. Former blarsaw Plain FP0 
Suboffice lllinsk Beg.1916 - E.bl. 
Suboffice Gome! Beg.1916 - E.bl. 

Kazat1n Kazatin 23.8.1915 - E.W. Former Lvov Plain FP0. 
Served South-blest Front 

Kiev Kiev 10.9.1915 - 12.1915 Former Radzivilov Plain FP0. 
Transferred to Northern Front 

Romanian Front Birzula ?.191? - E.bl. 
or Odessa? 

TABLE 3 : CONTROL FIELD POST OFFICES 

Designation Attached toi Period Notes 

Lvov South-blest Front 12.1914 - 2.1915 Reformed into Plain FP0 

A 1st Army 12.1914 - E.bl. 

E 2nd Army 12.1914 - E.bl. 

B 3rd Army 12.1914 - E.bl. 

r 4th Army 12.1914 - E.W. 

Jl 5th Army 12.1914 - 5.1915 
12tti Army 5.1915 - B.1915 
6th Army B.1915 - 12.1915 Renamed to FPO 129 

E 9th Army 12.1914 - E.W. 

I 1Dth Army 12.1914 - E.W. 

K 5th Army 6.1915 - E.bl. 

T 7th Army 11.1915 - E.W. 

y 13th Army 6.1915 - B.1915 
12th Army B.1915 - E.bl. 

1 (?) Guards 4.1916 - B.1916 
Special Army B.1916 - E.W. 

60 6th Army(?) 12.1916 - E.W. 

106 8th Army 12.1914 - E.bl. 

120 11th Army 12.1.914 - E.bl. 

129 6th Army 12.1915 - 12.1916 
Romanian Front 12.1916 - E.W. 

Note: A Cmtrol FPO is known to have been fcmned in December 1914 for the Post-and-Telegrapi 
Department of the North-West Fralt. Its designatiai and its further career have not · yet 

been ascertained. 
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TABLE 4: HEADQUARTERS, CORPS AND RESERVE FIELD POST OFFICES 

Des. Type Attached to: Front Location Period 

A Hqt 1st Army Nill Vilno B.W. - 10.1914 
Warsaw area 10.1914 - 7.1915 
In retreat 7.1915 - 9.1915 

W,N Disna 9.1915 - 6.1916 
N Alt-Shvanenburg 6.1916 - 8.1916 
W,N Glubokoe 8.1916 - 5.1917 
N Valk 5.1917 - 6.1917 
SW Suchava 7.1917 
? Dubno 7.1917 - 10.1917 
N Alt-Shvanenburg 10.1917 - E.W. 

B Hqt 2nd Army NW 0strolenka B.W. - 10.1914 
Warsaw Area (Grodizk) 10.1914 - 7.1915 
Retreat via Minsk 7.1915 - 9.1915 

w Budslav 9.1915 - 12.1916 
Nesvizh ·12.1916 - 5.1917 
Slutsk 5.1917 - E.W. 

V Hqt 3rd Army SW Advance in Galicia B.W. - 12.1914 
Radomysl 12.1914 - ? 
Korchin ? - 3.1915 
Jaslo 3.1915 - 4.1915 

SW,NW Retreat fran Galicia 4.1915 - 9.1915 
w Slutsk 9.1915 - 4.1916 
w,sw Danbrovitsky 4.1916 - 12.1916 
w Budslav 12.1916 - 5.1917 

Polotsk 5.1917 - E.W. 

r Hqt 4th Army SW Lublin B.W. - 10.1914 
Konsk 10.1914 - 1.1915 
Radan 2.1915 - 7.1915 

NW In retreat 7.1915 - 9.1915 
w Stankov 9.1915 - 3.1916 

Mir 3.1916 - 6.1916 
Nesvizh 6.1916 - 12.1916 

R Berlad 12~1916 - 7.1917 
Bacau 7.1917 - E.W. 

Jl Hqt 5th Army SW Kholm B.W. - 10.1914 
Nill Warsaw area 10.1914 - 5.1915 

12th Army Nill Lanza 5.1915 - 8.1915 
Northern Front N Pskov 9.1915 - E.W. 

E Hqt 9th Army SW Warsaw & Lublin area, 
South Poland 9.1914 - 2.1915 
Tarnopol 2.1915 - 12.1915 
Kamenets-Pod. 12.1915 - 8.1916 
Czernovitz 8.1916 - 12.1916 

R Ranan 12.1916 - 7.1917 
Botosani 7.1917 - E.W. 

Hqt 10th Army NW Grodno 10.1914 - 11.1914 
Marggrabovo 11.1914 - 1.1915 
Grodno 1.1915 - 8.1915 
Vilno 8.1915 - 9.1915 
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w Plinsk 9.1915 - 3.1916 
Stankov . 3.1916 - 6.1916 
l'lolodechno 6.1916 - E.W. 

3 Hqt COlllll8nder-in-Chief in Caucasia C Tiflis 9.1914 - 4.1917 
Caucasian Front Tiflis 4.1917 - E.W. 

H Hqt Caucasian Army C Kars 12.1914 - 12.1915 
Advance via Karaurgan 
and Hassan-Kala 12.1915 - 2.1916 
Erzerum 2.1916 - beg.1918 

K Hqt 12th Army M1I lomza (7).1914 - 5.1915 
5th Army Mll, N Dvinsk 6.1915 - 9.1915 

Kreizburg 9.1915 - 4:1916 
Dvinsk 4.1916 - E.W. 

JI Hqt ---------- SW Sanbor 11.1914 
Sanok 11.1914 - 3.1915 

33rd Army Corps SW 3.1915 - 7 .1917 
R 7.1917 - E.W. 

T Hqt 7th Army SW Odessa 11.1915 
Gusiatin 12.1915 - 8.1916 
Buczacz 0. 1916 - 7. 1917 
Bar 7.j917 - E.W. 

y Hqt 13th Army M1I Cholm & Kovel area 6.1915 - 8.1915 
12th Army N Wenden 8.1915 - aut. 1916 

Riga aut.1916 - 8.1917 
Valk 8.1917 - E.W. 

1 Crp Guards Corps SW B.w. - 1.1915 
NW, W 1.1915 - 11.1915 

Guards Detach. SW, N 11.1915 - 4.1916 
Hqt Guards N, W 4.1916 - 8.1916 

Special Army SW Rovno 8.1916 - end 1916 
W, SW luck end 1916 - E.W. 

2 Crp Grenadier Corps SW B.W. - 1.1915 
MJ.I 1.1915 - 8.1915 
w 9.1915 - E.W. 

3 Crp 1 st Army Corps MJ.I e.w. - 0.1915 
w B.1915 - 6.1916 
SW 6.1916 - 1.1917 
R 1 • 1917 - 5. 1917 
N 6.1917 - E.W. 

4 Crp 2nd Army Corps MJ.I e.w. - B.1915 
w B.1915 - 10.1915 
SW 10.1915 - 12.1916 
R 12.1916 - E.W. 

5 Crp 3rd Army Corps NW B.W. - B.1915 
N B.1915 - 6.1916 
w 7.1916 - E.W. 

6 Crp 4th Army Corps MJ.I e.w. - a.1915 
w 8.1915 - 12.1916 
R 12.1916 - E.W. 
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7 Crp 5th Army Corps SW B.111. - 10.1914 
NIil 10.1914 - B.1915 
Ill B.1915 - 12.1916 
SW 12.1916 - E.W. 

8 Crp 6th Army Corps Mll B.111. - 5.1915 
SW 5.1915 - E.W. 

9 Crp 7th Army Corps SW B.111. - 12.1916 
R 12.1916 - E.W. 

10 Crp 8th Army Corps SIil B.111. - 12.1916 
R 12.1916 - E.W. 

11 Crp 9th Army Corps SW B.111. - 6.1915 
M1I 6.1915 - 8.1915 
Ill 8.1915-E.W. 

12 Crp 10th Army Corps SW B.111. - 6.1915 
NIil 6.1915 - 8.1915 
Ill ·8.1915 - E.W. 

13 Crp 11th Army Corps SW B.111. - E.W. 

14 Crp 12th Army Corps SW B.111. - E.W. 

15 Crp 13th Army Corps NIil B.111. - mid . 8.19141 

16 Crp 14th Army Corps SW B.111. - 2.1915 
M1l 2.1915 - 8.1915 
Ill 8.1915 - 4.1916 
N 4.1916 - E.W. 

17 Crp 15th Army Corps NIil B.111. - mid 8.19141 

18 Crp 16th Army Corps SW B.111. - 1.1915 
NIil 1 • 1915 - 8. 1915 
w 8.1915 - 11.1915 
SW 11 • 1915 - 7. 1917 
R 7.1917 - E.W. 

19 Crp 17th Army Corps SW 0.111. - 10.1917 
N 10.1917 - E.W. 

20 Crp 18th Army Corps SW 8.1914 - 7 .1917 
R 7.1917 - E.W. 

21 Crp 19th Army Corps SW B.111. - 10.1914 
NIil 10.1914 - 8.1915 
Ill 8.1915 - 9.1915 
N 9.1915 - E.W. 

22 Crp 20th Army Corps NIil B.111. - 8.1915 
Ill 8.1915 - E.W. 

23 Crp 21st Army Corps SW B.111. - 7.1915 
MII, Ill 7.1915 - 9.1915 
N 9.1915 - E.W. 

24 Crp 22nd Army Corps M1I 10.1914 - 2.1915 
SW 2.1915 - E.W. 

25 Crp 23rd Army Corps NIil B.111. - 5.1915 
SW 5.1915 - 7.1915 
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NIii, N 7.1915 - 6.1916 
S11I 6.1916 - 7.1917 · 
R 7.1917 - E.W. 

26 Crp 24th Army Corps SW 8.1914 - 7 .1915 
NW, N 7.1915 - 11.1915 
SW 11.1915 - 12.1916 
R 12.1916 - E.W. 

27 Crp 25th Army Corps SW B.W. - 7.1915 
NW, W 7.1915 - 9.1916 
SW 9.1916 - E.W. 

28 Crp 1 st Cauc. Army Corps C 9.1914 - E.W. 

29 Crp 2nd Cauc. Army Corps NW 10.1914 - 5.1915 
SW 5.1915 - 7.1915 
NW, W 7.1915 - E.W. 

30 Crp 3rd Cauc. Army Corps SW 9.1914 - 2.1915 
NW 2.1915 - 5.1915 
SW, W 5.1915 - E.W. 

31 Crp 1st Turk. Army Corps NIii 10.1914 - 8.1915 
w 8.1915 - 6.1916 
SW 6.1916 - E.W. 

32 Crp 2nd Turk. Army Corps C 11.1914 - E.W. 

33 Crp 1st Sib. Army Corps NW 10.1914 - 8.1915 
w 8.1915 - E.W. 

34 Crp 2nd Sib. Army Corps NW 10.1914 - 8.1915 
N 8.1915 - E.W. 

35 Crp 3rd Sib. Army Corps NW 10.1914 - 8.1915 
w 8.1915 - E.W. 

36. Crp 11th Sib. Rifle 0iv. NW 10.1914 - 8.1915 
1st Cavalry Corps W, N 8.1915 - E.W. 

37 Crp 27th Army Corps NIii 10.1914 - 8.1915 
w 8.1915 - 7.1916 
N 8.1916 - E.W. 

38 Crp 5th Sib. Army Corps NW 10.1914 - 8.1915 
N 8.1915 - 6.1916 
SW 6.1916 - E.W. 

39 Crp 6th Sib. Army Corps NW 10.1914 - 8.1915 
N 8.1915 - E.W. 

40 Crp 4th Sib. Army Corps NIii 11.1914 - 8.1915 
w 8.1915 - 10.1916 
R 11.1916 - E.W. 

41 Rsv2 ---------- SW Tarnopol 12(?}.1915 - 7.1917 
126th Infantry Div, (?} SW 7.1917 - E.W. 

42 Crp 15th Army Corps S11I 12.1914 - 2.1915 
NW 2.1915 - 4.1915 
SW 4.1915 - 7.1915 
NW, W 7.1915 - 7.1916 
N 8.1916 - E.W. 
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43 Not formed 

44 Crp 4th Cauc:_. Army Corps C 12.1914 - E.W. 

45 Crp 5th Cauc. Army Corps SW 4.1915 - 3.1916 
C 5.1916 - E.W. 

46 Crp 42nd Army Corps N Tavastgus 9.1915 - 4.1916 
Vyborg 4.1916 - E.111. 

47 Crp 45th Army Corps SW 5.1916 - 10.1917 
N 10.1917 - E.W. 

48 Crp 39th Army Corps SW 8.1915 - E.W. 

49 Crp 4oth Army Corps _ SW 10.1915 - 12.1916 
R 12.1916 - E.W. 

50 Crp 41st Army Corps SW 10.1915 - E.W. 

51 Crp 43rd Army Corps N 10.1915 - E.W. 

52 Crp . 37th Army Corps N 3.1916 - E.W. 

53 Rsv3 SW Czernovitz 6.1916 - 7.1917 
Crp Head of Special Purpose Heavy SW 7.1917 - E.W. 

Artillery (48th Army Corps) 

54 Crp 6th Cauc. Army Corps C 9.1916 - E.W. 

55 Crp 3rd Guard. Cavalry Div. SW 9.1916 - E.W. 

56 Crp 47th Army Corps R 10.1916 - E.W. 

57 Crp 8th Cavalry Corps(?) R 1917 - E.W. 

58 ? ? R 1916 - E.W. 

59 Hqt(?)Oanubian Army(?) R 11.1916 - 12.1916 
6th Army(?) R Bolgrad (?) 12.1916 - E.W. 

101 Rsv Head of War Supplies of NW See FPO No 103 
NW Front 
Ditto, W Front w 

102 Crp COlll)Osite Cavalry .Corps NW 3.10.1914 - ? 
under Gen. Gurka 
2nd Guards Cavalry Div. NW,N,W 9.1915 - 9.1916 

SW 9.1916 - E.W. 

103 Rsv North-West Front NW Bialostok B.W. - 10.1914 
Siedlce 10.1914 - 8.1915 

West Front w l'linsk 8.1915 - E.W. 

104 Rsv North-West Front NW B.W. - 10.1914 
27th Army Corps NW 10.1914 - 14.6.1915 

Crp Composite Cav. Corps MII, N 15.6.1915 - 9.1915 
4th Don Cossack Div. N 9.1915 - 1.1916 
6th Cavalry Corps N 1.1916 -12.1916 

R 12.1916 - E.111. 
105 Hqt South-West Front SW Rovno B.W. - 8.1914 

Lucov 8.1914 - 2(?).1915 
Kholm 2(?).1915 - 7.1915 

Berdichev 7.1915 - ?.1916 
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Berdichev 7. 1915 - ? • 1916 
Kamenets-Pod. ?.1916 - 7.1917 
:Berdichev 7.1917 - E.W. 

106 Hqt 8th Army SW Proskurov B.W. - 8.1914 
Advance in Eastern 
Galicia 8.1914 - 12.1914 
Rzeszov 12.1914 - 1.1915 
Santior 2.1915 - 5.1915 
Retreat from Galicia 5.1915 - 7.1915 
Rovno 7.1915 - 11.1916 

SW, R Czernovitz 12.1916 - 7.1917 
R Lipkani 7.1917 - 10.1917 

Pbgilev-Pod. 10.1917 - E.W. 

107 Rsv -~------ SW Brody 9.1914 - 6.19154 

108 Rsv 4th Army SW 9.1914 - 4.1915 
Crp 32nd Army Corps SW 4.1915 - E.W. 

109 Rsv 5th Army SW,Mll 9.1914 - 31.7.1915 
Crp 38th Army Corps Mll,W 1.8.1915 - E.W. 

110 Rsv 5th Army SW B.W. -- 17.12.1914 
Crp 1st Cavalry Corps SW,MII 18.12.1914 - 8.1915 

Cavalry Detach. under N 8.1915 - 12.1915 
Gen. Kaznakov 
1st Guards Cavalry Div. SW 12.1915 - 2.1916 

N,W,SW 2.1916 - E.W. 

111 Rsv 9th Army SW,R . See FP0 1E1 9.1914 - E.W. 

112 Rsv 4th Cavalry Div. M1l 9.1914 - 8.1915 
N 8.1915 - E.W. 

113 ? Commander-in-Chief Baranovichi 9.1914 - 8.1915 
Pbgilev 8.1915 - E.W. 

114 Rsv -------- SW Lvov 9.1914 - 6.1915 
3rd Turk. Rifle Div. {?) SW 8{?).1915 - 12.1916 

R 12.1916 - E.W. 

115 Rsv 0lty Detachment C Olty 9.1914 - 10.1914 
Id 10.1914 - 11.1914 
0lty 11.1914 - 5.19154 

.. 
116 Rsv Kagyzman Detachment C Kagyzman 9.1914 - 10.1914: 

Arzan 10.1914 - 11.1914 
Karakilisa 11.1914 - 5.19154 

.117 Rsv Sarykamish Detachment C Sarykamish 9.1914 - 10.1914 
Kagyzman 10.1914 - 11.1914 
Sarykamish 4 11.1914 - 5.1915 

117 Rsv -------- C Sarykamish Beg.1916 - E.W. 

118 Rsv Erivan Detachment C 12.1914 - E.W. 

119 Rsv Azerbijan Detachment C 11.1914 - ?.1915 
Van-Azerbijan Detach. Urmia ?.1915 - 26.8.1916 

Crp 2nd Cauc. Cavalry Corps Urmia 27.8.1916 - 23.1.1917 
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Crp 7th Cauc. Army Corps C Urmia 24.1.1917 - E.W. 

120 Hqt 11th Army SW Rudniki 24.9.1914 - 3.1915 
Ptzerilysl 3.1915 - 4.1915 
Stryi 4.1915 - 5.1915 
Retreat from Galicia 5. 1915 - 7. 1915 
Volochisk 7 .1915 - 6.1916 
Dubno 6.1916 - B.1916 
Kremenets B.1916 - 7 .1917 
Starokostantinov 7.1917 - E.W. 

121 Rsv Attached to Petrograd Head FPD 

122 Rsv 2nd Kuban Cossack Div. . Md 11 • 1914 - B. 1915 
w B.1915 - 7 .1916 

Crp 7th Cavalry Corps w 1.B.1916 - 1917 
SW Beg._1917 - E.W. 

123 RSV 73rd Infantry Division Md 11.1914 - 5.1915 
Crp 37th Army Corps Md, N "15.5.1915 - 26.12.1915 

13th Army Corps N 27.12.1915 - E.W. 

124 Rsv -------- SW Jaroslav 11.1914 - 6.1915 
(8th Army} SW 6.1915 - 12.1915 

Crp 1st Guards Corps SW 12.1915 - 1.1916 
N, W 1.1916 - 7.1916 
SW, W 7.1916 - E.W. 

125 Rsv Head of War Supplies of SW 11.1914 - E.W. 
SW Front 

126 Crp 28th Army Corps SW 1D.1914 - 7.1915 
NW, N 7.1915 - E.W. 

127 Crp 29th Army Corps SW 25.10.1914 - 7.1915 
Md, N 7.1915 - 12.1916 
R 12.1916 - E.W. 

128 Rsv Dniestr Detachment SW 10.1914 - 11.1914 
Crp 30th Army Corps SW 11.1914 - 12.1916 

R 12.1916 - E.W. 

129 Rsv Attached to Petrograd Head FPO 11.1914 - 9.1915 
Hqt 6th Army N Vyborg 24.9.1915 - 12.1916 

Romanian Front R Jassy 12.1916 - E.W. 

130 Rsv 1st Turk. Army Corps Md, W 11.1914 - 2.1916 
2nd Infantry Division w 2.1916 - 12.1916 

R . 12.1916 - E.W. 

131 Rsv ? Md 12.1914 - 14.5.1915 
Crp 34th Army Corps MII, W 15.5.1915 - 12.1916 

SW 12.1916 - E.W. 

132 Rsv (2nd Army} Md 12.1914 - 9.7.1915 
Crp 7th Sib. Army Corps MII, N · 10.7.1915 - B.1916 

SW . B.1916 - E.W. 

133 Rsv ? NW Novogeorgievsk(?} 12.1914 - 7.1915 
Cavalry Detach. under NW, N B. 1915 - 11 • 1916 
Gen. Trubezkoy 
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Rsv 2nd Cavalry Division N 11.1916 - 1.1917 
w 1.1917 - 10.1917 
N 10.1917 - E.W. 

134 Rsv (2nd Army) Md 12.1914 - 5.1915 
6th Army Corps SW 5.1915 - ? 
77 Infantry Div. (?) SW - ? - 5.1916 

Crp 26th Army Corps SW, W 5.1916 - E.W. 

135 Rsv Cauc. Grenadier Div. Md 12.1914 - 5.1915 
SW 5.1915 - 7 .1915 
Md, W 7.1915 - 2.1916 

11th Sib. Rifle Div. w 2.1916 - E.W. 

136 Rsv ? NW 12.1914 - 1.4.1915 
Crp 36th Army Corps NW, Id 1'5.5.1915 - 1.1916 

R 12.1916 - E.W. 

137 Rsv 67th Infantry Div. (?) Md 12.1914 - 14.5.1915 
35th Army Corps Nill, Id 15.5.1915 - E.W. 

138 Rsv 5th Rifle Brigade Md, N 12.1914 - 1.1916 
3rd Army Corps N, Id 1.1916 - 4(?).1917 

Crp(?)5Dth Army Corps(?) Id 4(?).1917 - E.W. 

139 Rsv 57th Infantry Division Md~ Id 12.1914 - 30.9~1915 
Crp 44th Army Corps Id 1.10.1915 - 12.1916 

R 12.1916 - 4.1917 
SW 4.1917 - E.W. 

140 Rsv 26th Army Corps NW, w 12.1914 - ? 
Crp w ? - 9.1916 

Sid Kimpolung 10.1916 - 12.1916 
R Kimpolung (to 7.1917) 12.1916 - E.W. 

141 Rsv Cavalry Corps under Md 12.1914 - 8.1915 
Gen. Novikov (?) 
1st Kuban Cossack Div. Id 8.1915 - 12.1916 

Sid 12.1916 - E.W. 

142 Rsv 84th Infantry Division Md 11.1914 - 8.1915 
1st Cauc. Rifle Brigade N 9.1915 - 7 .1916 
[later Division] 
Coq:,osite Detach. under N 7. 1916 - 7. 1917 
Gen. l'lartynov 
5th Cavalry Division N 7.1917 - E.W. 

143 Rsv 59th Infantry Division Nill 11.1914 - 6.1915 
Crp 4th Cavalry Corps Md, w 7.1915 - 6.1916 

SW, w 6.1916 - E.W. 

144 Rsv 5th Sib.Rifle Division Md, w 11.1914 - 9.1915 
Sib. Cossack Division Id 9.1915 - E.W. 

145 Rsv 124th Infantry Division SW, Md 12.1914 - 8.1915 
w 8.1915 - 3.1916 
N 3.1916 - 12.1916 
R. 12.1916 - E.W. 
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146 Rsv (8th Army) SW Galich(?) 12.1914 - 2.1915 
Crp 31st Army Corps SW 2.1915 - 6.1915 

NW,W 6.1915 - 6.1916 
sw,w 6.1916 - E.W. 

147 Rsv ? SW 1.1915 - 7.1915 
117th Infantry Div.(?) SW 7 .• 1915 - 7.1917 

R 7.1917 - E.W. 

148 Rsv 3rd Army SW 1.1915 - 3.1915 
Crp 3rd Cavalry Corps SW 3.1915 - 12.1916 

R 12.1916 - 8.1917 
N 8.1917 - E.W. 

149 Rsv 3rd Army SW 1.1915 - ·6.1915 
112th Inf.Div. (?) Nill, w 7.1915 - E.W. 5 

150 Rsv 8th Army SW 2.1915 - 7(?).1915 
1D3rd Infantry Div.(?) SW, R 7(?).1915 - E.W. 

151 Rsv 8th Army SW 2.1915 - 3.1915 
Crp 2nd Cavalry Corps SW 3.1915 - E.W. 

-152 Rsv 11th Army SW Plosciska 2. 1915 - 3. 1915 
Fortress Garrison SW Przemysl 3.1915 - 6.19154 

153 Rsv 11th Army SW Stryi 2.1915 .:.. 6.1915 
78th Infantry Div. NW, W 7.1915 - 7.1916 

SW 7.1916 - 12.1916 
R 12.1916 - E.W. 

154 Rsv 3rd Army SW Debica 2.1915 -5.1915 
81st Infantry Division NW, W 6.1915 - 8.1917 

SW 8.1917 - 9.1917 
N 10.1917 - E.W. 

155 Rsv 8th Army SW SantJor 2.1915 -6.1915 
SW Retreat from Galicia 6.1915 - 16.8.1915 

Crp 5th Cavalry Corps SW 17.8.1915 - 12.1916 
R 12.1916 - E.W. 

156 Rsv 3Dth Army Corps SW 2.1915 - 12.1915 
Crp 2nd Guards Corps SW 12.1915 - 1 • 1916 

N, W 1.1916 - 7.1916 
SW 7.1916 - E.W. 

157 Rsv 108th Inf. Div. N Yurjev(?) 1.1916 - 5.1916 
115th Inf. Div. N Pernov 5.1916 - 12.1916 
135th Inf. Div. N Pernov 12.1916 - 6.1917 

N ? 6.1917 - E.W. 

158 Rsv Black Sea Fleet Sevastopol 12.1915 - 6.3.1916 
Crp Sevastopol 7.3.1916 - 12.1916 

R Sevastopol 12.1916 - E.W. 

159 Rsv -------- C Trebizonde ?.1916 - E.W. 

160 Rsv -------- C Van ?.1916 - E.W. 

161 Rsv Coastal Detachment (1) C ?.1916 - E.W. 
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162 Rsv ? C ?.1916 - 4.1916 

Crp 1st Cauc. Cavalry Corps C Ave 4.1916 - E.111. 

163 Rsv ------- C Erzerun 6.1916 - E.111. 

164 Rsv · ? C ?.1916 - E.111. 

165 Rsv ? C ?.1916 - E.111. 

166 Rsv ? C ?.1916 - E.111. 

167 Rsv ? C ?.1916 - E.111. 

168 Rsv ? C ?.1916 - E.111. 

169 Rsv Baltic Naval Division R Sulina 10.1916 - E.111. 

17D - 172 MlT FIH'ED 

173 Rsv 115th Infantry Div.(?) R 7,1917 - E.111. 

174 Rsv ? ? ?.1917 - E.111. 

175 Crp 49th Army Corps SIii 3.1917 - 1D.1917 

N Vesenberg 10.1917 - E.111. 

176 Rsv ? ? ?.1917 - E.111. 

177 Rsv 122nd Inf. Div. (?) SIii ?.1917 - E.111. 

178 Rsv 2nd Cauc.Army Corps Ill ?.1917 - E.W. 

179 Rsv ? ? ?.1917 - E.111. 

180 Rsv ? ? ?.1917 - E.111. 

181 Rsv ? ? ?.1917 - E.111. 

182 Rsv 7th Turkish Rifle Division Ill ?.1917 - E.111. 

183 Rsv ? C ?.1917 - E.bl. 

184 Rsv ? C ?.1917 - E.111. 

Abbreviatiais: 1qt • ~. Crp • Cbrpe, Rsv • Reserve 

NW • North-west, N • North, W • West, SW• South-west, R = Rc:mmian, 
c or cauc. • caucasian, Sib.• Siberian, TUrk.• 'l\Jrkestan 

--- signifies that the particular FPO was subordinated directly to 
Head of Fnxlt Military O::mllmicatiais 

Notes: 1 captured by the Gemans in Fast Prussia 

2 Initially famed as Cbrpe FPO far 13th Anny Cbrpe, but this Cbrpe had been 

disbanded in Decad>er 1914 

3 Initially famed as Cbrpe FPO far a Cl:qlosite Cbrpe bemJ part of the 9th Amy, 

but this Cbrpe had been disbanded in June 1916 

,. FPO was closed am disbanded 

s According to an order by SW Head of Military O::mllmicatiais this FPO had been 

refcmned into a Cbrpe FPO far a Q:qiosite Cbrpe that, in fact, was not created. 
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TABLE 5: LINE-OF-COMMUNICATION POST & TELEGRAPH SUBOFFICES 

No. Attached tos Front Location Period 

201 ? C Kars 9.1914 - 11.1914 
Khoi 11.1914 - E.W. 

202 ? C 9.1914 - E.W. 

203 ? C Sarykamish 9.1914 - 11.1914 
l'ledzingert 11.1914 - ? 

? - E.111. 

204 ? C 9.1914 - E.111. 

205 ? C 9.1914 - E.W. 

206 Dniestr Detachment Sill Stanislav 9.1914 - 11.1914 
30th Army Corps SW Skole 11.1914 ..,. 2.1915 

SW Stryi 2.1915 - 3.1915 
? SW, ? 3.1915 - E.W. 

207 -------- SW Lubachov 9.1914 - 6.1915 
? Nill, w 6.1915 - E.W. 

208 -------- SW Zlochov 9.1914 - 6.1915 
(9th Army) SW 6.1915 - 12.1916 

R 12.1916 - E.W. 

209 (10th Army) NW 10.1914 - 4.1915 
Detachment under Gen. Sirelius NW 4.1915 - B.1915 
3rd Don Cossack Division N 9.1915 - 10.1916 

SW 10.1916 - 12.1916 
R 12.1916 - E.111. 

210 68th Infantry Division Nill 10.1914 - ?.1915 
3rd Army Corps Nill, N ?.1915 - 1.1916 
4th Don Cossack Division N 1.1916 - E.W. 

211 ~ 3rd Sib. Army Corps NW 10.1914 - 8.1915 
Ussuri Cossack Division N B.1915 - 7.1916 

SW, R 7.1916 - 8.1917 
N B.1917 - E.W. 

212 -------- SW Rogatin 10.1914 - 6.1915 
1st ·Don Cossack Div.(?) SW,R,N(?) 6{?).1915 - E.W. 

213 -------- SW Krasne 10.1914 - 6.1915 
Transanur Cavalry Div.(?) SW,R(?) 6(?).1915 - E.W. 

214 SW Rava Russka 10.1914 - 6.1915 
? SW 6.1915 - E.W. 

215 -------- SW Kamenka-Strl.lllilivo 10.1914 - 6.1915 
(8th Army) SW, R 6.1915 - E.W. 

216 -------- SW Tarnopol 24.10.1914 - 12.1915 
(9th Army) SW, R 12.1915 - E.W. 

217 -------- SW Chortkov 10.1914 - 12.1915 
(9th Army) SW ? 12.1915 - ? 
1st Terek Cossack Div.(?) SW, R ? - E.W. 
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No. Attached to: Front Location Period 

218 -------- SW Zaleshchyk 10.1914 - 1(?).1915 
SW Terebovlya (?) 1 (?).1915 - 12.1915 

(9th Army) SW, R 12.1915 - E.W. 

219 --------- SW Zolkiev 10.1914 - 6.1915 
(9th Army) SW, R 6.1915 - E.W. 

220 --------- SW Sant>or 11.1914 - 5.1915 
(8th Army) SW, R 5.1915 - E.W. 

221 --------- SW Sokal 11.1914 - 6.1915 
? NW 6.1915 - 8.1915 

15th Cavalry Division N 8.1915 - E·.w. 

222 --------- SW Tarnov1 11 • 1914 - 5. 1915 
3rd Army NW, W 5.1915 - E.W. 

223 --------- SW Zbydnev 11 • 1914 - 5. 1915 
? NW, w 5.1915 - E.W. 

224 --------- SW JYlielec 11.1914 - 5.1915 
2nd Infantry Division NW, w 5.1915 -2.1916 

? w 2.1916 - E.W. 

225 --------- SW Rzeszov 11.1914 - 5.1915 
3rd Cauc.Cossack Div.(?) NW, W, SW 5.1915 - E.W. 

226 --------- SW Debica 11.1914 - 5.1915 
5th Don Cossack Division NW, W 5.1915 - 11.1916 

SW 11.1916 - E.W. 

227 --------- SW Przeworsk 11.1914 - 5.1915 
FP0 'Y' NW, N 7.1915 - E.W. 

228 FPO No.114 SW Lvov 11.1914 - 12.1914 
--------- SW Czernovitz 12.1914 - 1.1915 
(9th Army) SW, R 1.1915 - E.W. 

229 30th Army Corps SW 2.1915 - 7 
(9th Army) SW, R ? - E.W. 

230 --------- SW Krosno 2.1915 - 5.1915 
(8th Army) SW 5.1915 - 10.1916 

SW Kolomea 10.1916 - 7.1917 
R 7.1917 - E.W. 

231 --------- SW Javorov 2.1915 - 5.1915 
7 ? 5.1915 - E.W. 

232 --------- SW Sanok 2.1915 - 5.1915 
SW Stanislav(?) 5.1915 - 6(?).1915 

6th Don Cossack Div. (?) SW, R(?) 6(7).1915 - E.W. 

233 --------- SW Lisko 2.1915 - 5.1915 
(9th Army) SW, R 5.1915 - E.W. 

234 --------- SW Ustrzyki 2.1915 - 5.1915 
7 SW 5.1915 - E.W. 

235 --------- SW Khirov 2.1915 - 5.1915 
? 7 5.1915 - E.W. 
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No. Attached to: Front location Period 

236 --------- SW Staro Pliasto 2.1915 - 5.1915 
(Bth Army) SW, R 5.1915 - E.W. 

237 --------- SW Drogobych 2.1915 - 5.1915 
(Bth Army) SW, R 5.1915 - E.W. 

23B --------- SW Plikolaev 2.1915 - 5.1915 
(Bth Army) SW, R 5.1915 - E.W. 

239 --------- SW Zabolotze 2.1915 - 6.1915 
(Bth Army) SW, R 6.1915 - E.W. 

240 --------- SW Rymanov 2.1915 - 5.1915 
(9th Army) SW 5.1915 - 7.1916 

SW Kolomea 7.1916 - 10.1916 
? SW, N(?) 10.1916 - E.W. 

241 ? C End 1915 - E.W. 

242 ? C End 1915 - E.W. 

243 ? C End 1915 - E.W. 

244 1st Cavalry Division N, W 12.1915 - E.W. 

245 ? C Enzeli(?) Beg. 1916 - E.W. 

246 ? C Beg. 1916 - E.W. 

247 ? C Beg. 1916 - E.W. 

24B ? C Beg. 1916 - E.W. 

249 ? C Beg. 1916 - E.W. 

250 ? C Beg. 1916 - E.W. 

251 ? N 20.B.1916 - E.W. 

252 ? SW B.1916 - E.W. 

253 (7th Army) SW B.1916 - 6.1917 
? SW 6.1917 - E.W. 

254 ? R End 1916 - E.W. 

255 ? SW ?.1917 - E.W. 

256 (7th Army) SW 8.1917 - E.W. 

257 ? SW ?.1917 - E.W. 

258 (7th Army) SW 9.1917 - E.W. 

259 ? SW ?.1917 - E.W. 

260 (Special Army) SW 10.1917 - E.W. 

261 to 270 ? C ?.1917 - E.W • 

271 to 2BD . ? R ?.1917 - E.W. 

Note: 
1 

Accoro:ing to an order by SW Fralt Head of Military Cbmlmicaticns. '1he fact of it being 
in Tamov is doubtful. 
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Addenda and Errata 

THE OPENING OF THE RUSSIAN POST IN CHINA 

Dr RAYMOND CASEY 

Every research -worker is acquainted with Sod's raw. '!his decrees that the piece of infonnatioo. 
you have been seeking for years shall cane to light oo.ly "'1len yau have gene to press, the proofs 
checked and the article pit to bed. 

Ch an earlier page I have ccmnented oo. the mystery of the date of opening of the Russian P.O.s in 
<llefoo, Shanghai and Hankow. I suspected that the opening of these offices was part !=)f the Secret 
Treaty drawn up between Russia• s Foreign Minister and the Otlnese Emissary and that these offices 
must have been operatioo.al socn after the Treaty was ratified, at the erxl of September 1896. 

A few days ago - oo. 7 October 1991, to be precise - I held in my hams the original telegram sent 
by the Cllief of the Post-TelegraJ;h Mninistratioo. in st. Petersburg (General Petrov) annCJlmCing 
the setting up of a postal service in those ports, as agreed with the Foreign Minister (Archive 
ref.Food 702/0pis 2/Delo 933, p.4). I foum it in the Olurch of the Resurrectioo., high oo. the 

hill in the old part of Tansk, Western Siberia. '!his venerable ruilding is the repository for a 
large part of the 500,000 files held by the state Central Archive (RSFSR) of the Far East, at 
Tansk, 'lmtil recently a city closed to foreigners. 

'!he telegram is dated 6 November 1896 and is addressed to the Priamur Governor-General at . · 
I<habarovsk. Copies were sent to the Military Governor of Eastern Siberia and to other interested 
parties. '!he date of opening .was given as 19 November 1896. '!he mail was to be handled at the · ·· 
Russian Cauml.ates in <llefoo, ,Shanghai and Hankow, and was to be taken by ship to Vladivostok. 
Both ordinary and registered mail oould be accepted. 

It is now clear that all three ports nust have had a Provisioo.al Canceller similar to that in use 
in <llefoo. It is also evident fran the piece with Heng Koog transit marks (fig. 9) that by late 
December the rule about taking the mail to Vladivostok did not apply to westbound foreign mail. 

It will take a loo.g time to translate and stoo.y the infonnatioo. I was able to gather at Tansk in 
my- short reocnnaissance. Che snippet of news I cannot refrain fran disclosing. In an ag;,emix to 
a letter to the Governor-General. of Eastern Siberia(~ 7!)1/0pis 1/Delo 9), 8 Se~ 1865, the 
Russian Consul in Urga (Shishmarev) roughed out designs for stanq:,s and seals to be used oo. the 

Kyakhta-Tientsin route. '!he stanq:,s were obloo.g, with sinpl.y the words for 'Postage stamp' at the 
top, value (10k, 20k or 30k) in the middle and a space for signature below. '!he seals had a 
periptera]. inscriptioo. translating 'Postal Cannunicatioo.s between Kyakhta and Tientsin' and with 
the name of the office, 'Kyakhta Office', 'Urga Office', 'Kalgan Office', etc., across the centre. 
'lhese will be illustrated and described when the text has been fully translated. It is not kncMn 
"'1lether the idea was carried through. 

'!he Tansk Archive has thousands of files oo. postal affairs - roore than I oould possibly oope with 
in my lifetime. For those about to take the trail for Tansk, I hasten to add that the church is 
socn to be handed back to the ecclesiastical authorities and the whole Archive moved in 1992 to 
new premises in Vladivostok, "'1lere it will eventually be available for study. 

I thank Mr A. I. Orlov of the Soviet Ministry of Cannunicatioo.s for alerting me to the existence 
of the Tansk Archive, the Olainnan of the O:mnittee for Archive Affairs attached to the RSFSR 
Ministry for pennissioo. to examine it, and to the Director and Depity Director of the Central 
state Archive at Tansk for giving facilities during my visit. I am especially grateful to those 
members of staff who gave up their plblic holiday to open the Archive for me. Mrs Eleanora Malteeva 
rendered invaluable translating service. 
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1902/05 ISSUE ON VERTICALLY LAID PAPER 

E.G. PEEL 

~ 

Fig.1 

Dr Mallegni's article in BJRP 69 touched oo a subject where all the authorities appear to be 
mistaken and oo which I can shed sane light. 

I have over many years fanned and expanded a oollectioo of used definitives, both Imperial and 
Soviet, to detennine the period of usage of each stamp and its various shades, endeavouring to 
obtain clearly dated copies for every nalth. 

My earliest 4 kopek stamp oo vertically laid paper was used in M'.lsoow 8.4.1903, and I have ex
amples used in May, July, Septenber, Ckl:ober and Deced:>er of that year with cancellatioos of 
SPB, Moscow and warsaw. In additioo I have t\\10 examples on postcards, the date sui;p>rted in 
each case by the sender's date in manuscript: 

1. cancelled •om.EKSP.G:R.POCln'I' in rings with acoanpanying SPB c.d.s. dated a. 7 .03 
2. cancelled SHUMSK VOLYN 1 P.T.O. dated 29.11.03. (See fig.1~ 

'lhe 10 kopek stamp was issued even earlier. I have a stamp bearing a date in August of 1902 and 
an unbroken run thereafter through every nalth to the end of 1903 with a wide range of cancel
latioos, while my entires enable me to establish an even earlier date. I have t\\10 1902 covers: 

1. bearing a pair cancelled SPB numeral '2' wit;h c.d.s. 29.7.02. Date sui;p>rted 
by &dss receipt marking (see fig.2) 

2. bearing a pair cancelled~ TELEGW' 5 dated 25.9.02. Date supported by 

Italian receipt marking. 
In 1903 I have three further covers and a Jta1ey transfer · CaJ:d, all again with date confinned by 

ai:propriate receipt markings: 
3. I.ADI LCMZHA GUB. 4.2.03 
4. CHENS'D'.l<HOIJ PE'ma<OIJ GUB. 15.5.03 
5. '1URKU (ABO, Finland) 26.6.03 
6. SPB 9.11.03 

For the 20 kopek stamp I have no entires prior to 1904. My loose stamps begin with a cancellatioo 
dated 26.11.1902 and cxnt:inue with copies used in everynalth in 1903, again with a wide range of 
cancellatioos. 
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Fig.2 

For the 50 kopek and 1 ruble stamps a 1904 date of issue seems to be correct. My earliest 50k was 
used in SPB, March 19041 my earliest 1r in Moscow, August 1904. For both values I have thereafter 
unbroken runs for every subsequent 11\':lrlth of that year. 

'lhe new editioo of stanley Gilixlns Part 10 will have appeared before these notes are in print; it 
incorporates corrected dates for this and other Imperial issues. 

* 

1920 BLAGOVESHCHENSK ISSUE 
IVO STEYN 

* * * * * 

As pranised, a follow-up oo the article in~ 69. Several of the speculatioos in that article 
have been umermined by recent discoveries. 'lhe biggest surprise was the oover illustrated 

(fig.3), a letter fran Kmstantinovka, Amllr Cblast to BJ.agoveshchensk. Several features · of this 

cover are noteworthy: 

1. '!he date. '!his cover proves that the 30 rubles value was known and accepted - even in small 
p:>st offices such as Koostantinovka - as early as August of 1920. Note that we can •t say for 
certain the stamp was actually sold in that village. '1he placement of the stamp argues against 
it, if ally very"indirectly. 

2. '1he censor marking. '1he roodem spelling of 'Blagoveshchensk' in this mark places it firmly in 
the post-revolutiooary period, and it is therefore an extremely rare Civil War period censor 
marking, not an old Imperial censor marking. '!hat censorship was practiced at all in Blago
veshchensk is also noteworthy. 
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l/8H30p _____ _ 

6/lllfOBelJleHc ,c 

,, 

-- · .. 

3. '!he rate. 30 rubles for an inland letter is extraordinary, wholly at odds with Soviet rates 
or Vladivostok rates during this period. '!he rate is probably calculated in sane form of paper 
ruble, and is allrost surely a local rate, set by the Amur Soviet. 

4. '!he cover also gives us our first look at a postmark fran Kalstantinovka; Siberia enthusiasts 
please note! 

LIBRARY NOTES 

'!he a~ made in BJRP 69 for a canplete copy of the Robson IDWe aucticn catalogue of 25 JWle 
1969 brought an .imnediate and generous resp::nse fran our member in Santiago de Clrl.le: Mr D. Palmer 
airmailed a mint copy to rre. Very many thanks. 

I have noticed an error in the Cyrillic listing in Group 2 of the new catalogue: the last line of 
the entry for CoeeTCKHH KonneKUHOHep - I should read Nos. 1-82 were titled CoeeTCKHH 
tHJiaTeJIHCT • '!his error has been corrected in copies of the catalogue distributed to members 
outside the U.K. 

Incidentally, this first series of CoeeTCKHH KonneKUHOHep is a librarian's and indexer's 
nigh'bnare; many issues were given the wrong number, if not the wrong date1 and parts of sane 
numbers appear under yet another title - 'Radio de Filintern'. 
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Reviews 

The field posts of the Czechoslovak & Allied forces in Russia - 1918-1920 

Coq:,iled by W.A. Page, published by the Czechoslovak Philatelic Society of Great Britain. 
A4, 55 pages. Price £7.50 plus postage (50p UK, 80p Europe, 80p elselllhere surface or £2.25 
elselllhere air mail). Orders to the coq:,iler at 138 Chastilian Road, Dartford, Kent DA1 3LG. 

'!his is an interesting initiative: a oanpilatial of documents relating to the Czechoslovak 
field posts \fflich are otherwise difficult to ootain. '!here is an interesting historical intro
ductial, and a particularly interesting statement by the mving force behind the field post, 
captain Antooin Novotny. other authors add infonnatial al the stanp3, the cachets used, \mile 
a nice l,iloto-sectial rounds off the book. 

It's an interesting story, and the sectial al the organisatial of the field post very useful. 
I was less enchanted by the secticns al the legi-cn 'stanp3'. As is well known (and reiterated 
in this book! ) , these stanp3 did not serve to pay postage, and are thus not postage stanp3, 

but charity vignettes! WHY are these vignettes listed in catalogues of \fflich the editors should 
know better? 

As for the entires bearing these stanp3, the vast majority of them look as if they've been 
cobbled together alce everycne (with stanp3 and cachets!) was back in Prague. You woo •t catch 
me spending any mney en these covers. '!he unstanped field post entires, en the other hand, 
are fascinating evidence of the efficiency of the .Czechoslovak field post, \fflich was organised 
umer very difficult ocn:liticns, and are thus highly desirable manentoes of this period. 

'!his book is a useful additial to anyaie's library, and the Czechoslovak Philatelic Society is 
to be cc:ngratulated al this splendid idea. I also thought the cover plOtogra.J;h was very anusing: 
captain Novotny looks as if he's just been hit by a waffle uoo, \mile to his right, the young 
stei;:hen Fry agJears to be writing a novel. 

Seriously, though: recarrnended. 

~esti Kollektsionaar (Estonian Collector). Issue 1 for December 1990. 

Published by the Estonian Historical l'useun and 1Alas-EWECO', Tallin, Estonia. A4, 58 pages. 

A surprise to see this, the first issue of a new Estarl.an joumal. Unlike its namesake published 
in Sweden \fflich is almost entirely devoted to i;:hilately, this joumal also makes roan for other 
collectables, although i;:hilately takes up about half of this issue. '!he joumal is printed in 
Estarl.an, Russian and Geman, \fflich aids umerstanding for us poor slobs who have not mastered 
Estarl.an. 

'lhe cc:ntents are extremely interesting. Alexander Epstein (a name \fflich by nt:M should be familiar 
to all BJRP readers!) adds a fine article al the period of a few weeks in late 1918 - early 1919 
during \fflich several major towns in Estarl.a were oocupied by the Red Army. Required reading for 
all Estarl.an enthusiasts, and sane IIDlthwatering covers are illustrated. Shifara Hindreksal, whose 
F.stcnia exhibit will have delighted visitors to 19901s exhibitien in Iondcn, delves into aperiod 
of 3 days ( ! ) in 1909 during \fflidl 2 kopek stanp3 of the 1909 Arms issue were bisected in Revel 
to make up for a teqorary shortage of 1 and 3 kopek s1:aJll)s. All surviving examples are en local 
covers (\fflich needed the 1 or 3 kopek rate) of \fflich two are illustrated. Eld:raordinary. Reports 
en 'LCHnl-90', the 59th FIP congress, Admiral Krusenshtem and new Lithuanian covers also feature, 
while Vladislav Pritula adds a nice article exhorting Estarl.an i;:hilatelists to exhibit nm-e often. 
In the noo.-i;:hilatelic sectial you can find articles en anything f:r'O'II banknotes and silvenrare to 
the uniforms worn by the Estarl.an freedan fighters in 1918. 
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A delightful journal. Estonia is to be cxngratulated cc the stardud and enthusiasm of its 
collectors. 

The Postage Stamps of Russia 1917-1923, vol.3: The Armies & Offices. 

Dr R.C. Ceresa, 1983-1991, in 7 sections. 

With the publicaticc of two volumes of Addenda, it is perhaps an opporbme nanent to review this 
series of books in its entirety. '1he first series was dedicated to Armenia, the second to Ukraine 
am this third series collects a ltilole wo: staqls issued by lil.ite Amiee in South, North, West 

am Northwest Russia, Siberia and the Far Eastern Republic, the Crimea and Wrangel 's Refugee Post, 

North Ingennanland, plus a miscellany of local issues and bogus issues, staqls issued by the Offices 
in China am the Levant am the various bogus issues of vaguely I.evantine origin. 'lhe series was 
organised as follows: 

Secticc 1 · North and Northwest Anny 
Secticc 2 
Sectiai 3 
Secticc 4 
Secticc 5 

Secticc 6 

Secticc 7 

Siberia and Far East 
South Russia and Wrangel's Refugee Post 
Offices in China 
Westem Anny, Offices in I.evant and Misc. 
1\ddenda to vols. 1 am 2 
Addenda to vols. 1-5 

Secticcs 3 and 4 were reviewed in BJRP ~ and 67, respectively. 

(1981) 
(1983) 
(1988) 

(1989) 
(1990) 

(1991) 
(1991) 

'1he first renark that must be made is that this series is a bit of a mess, OCIIPll'ed to the rather 
tidy first two series. '!here, the issues of Armenia and the Ukraine, respectively, were OCIIPll't
mentalised in a very natural marmer. H~ the subjects are not ccly divided into rather odd oan
binaticcs of issues (not ccly odd in the geograpti.cal sense, but also odd in that genuine and 

bogus issues are thrown together), there are also no less than two volumes of Addenda, Addenda to 
Addenda, Last minute Addenda, Postscripts and Errata to Addenda to Addenda! '1he impressicc of 
''making it up as you go ala1g" is hard to avoid. 

'!here are many instances in which the story in ooe volume cxntradicts that in another voli.ne. A 

good example is that of the Merkulov Anniversary overprints of 1922. In Secticc 2, Ceresa does not 
identify any forgeries am reproduces the catalogue illustraticcs of these overprints to show the 

large variaticc in Mlat the catalogues take as nomal. '1'«> inverted overi;rints are judged to be 

f0%geries, and sane time after publicaticc of that secticc I sent Ceresa an example of a thi:rd 
invert. (cc the 10 kopek stamp) which he also classified as a forgery. 

In Secticc 6, however, the illustratiais fran the catalogues are stddenly treated as 'forgery 
types 1 , while the inverts appear to have been rehabilitated and no menticc is made of the forged 
inverted overprint cc the 10 kopek value, the ccly forgery of which Ceresa actually had a copy 
to hand. 

In part, such ocntradicticcs are the result of sloppy administraticc, but other remarks have less 
innocent foundatiais. Ceresa shows a disocncerting willingness to draw cxnclusiais fran rather 
blurred, fifth-generaticc copies of illustratiais. In secticc 2 he notes "several new forgery types" 
illustrated in a Soviet Collector article, apptt"ently unaware that SovKol illustratiais are usually 
retouched to bring out the black overprints. In other words, the "new forgery types" do not exist. 
'1he text of the last three Sectiais in particular is rife with similarly dubious cxnclusiccs. 

'1he i;nysical appearance of the series is also cause for ccccern. '1he first three Sectiais were 

produced the old-fashicced way, with a typewriter. For the last four secticcs, Ceresa has used 

word-processing software to lay out the pages. '!his is a mixed blessing. It has dale virtually 
nothing to reduce the nmber of typ:>s, which are still present in depressingly large numbers. 
Ch the other hand, it has inb:oduced an awful lot of white space into the book. A cursorY exam-
inaticc of the last two Secticcs shows that the n\Dber of pages could have been reduced by about 

cne-sixth, sinply by arranging text am illustratioos in a rrme sensible manner and avoiding 
duplicaticc. Another example of needless duplicaticc is the fact that a checklist of all the issues 
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treated in this series appears in both of the last two volumes. Mnittedly, the prices have been 
adjusted here and there in the second version, apparently reflecting aucticn realisations since 
the previous volmie was p.tblished a few m::nths earlier (?!), bit it's sad to see that sane extremely 
silly errors present in the first checklist are still present in the second ••• Since these two 
volumes cost about £40, a possible reducticn in size of cne-sixth is hardly trivial. 

'Ibis is symptanatic of this \fflOle series. '1he books make a rather 'padded' inlressicn, with illus
trations of dubious interest, spread out over as many pages as possible, reproduced so badly it 
is often inl)Ossible to draw conclusions fran than anyway. 

If this sounds like a particularly negative review, it is roostly thus because of the high quality 
of the first two volumes in this series, the volumes devoted to Amlelli.a and the Ukraine. In those 
volumes there was little or no space wasted on useless illustrations, very little white space in 
general andllllCh useful infcmna.ticn. True, there were typos as well, bit far less than in this 
series. 

In all, I can not recarmend this series of books. Between than, these seven Sections have quite a 
bit of useful infonnaticn - the informaticn en forgery types being particularly useful - but there 
is a lot of ballast. ''lhe AJ:mi.es and Offices' is really ooly the raw material fran which a good 
book might be produced one day. Let us hope that this series of books returns to the high quality 
of the first two volumes after this. 

Nicholas I and the Russian intervention in Hungary. 

By Ian W. Roberts. London, Macmillan, in association with the School of Slavonic and East European 
Studies, 1991. 201 pages, illus, map. £47.50. 

'lbere must be many people \fflO have a good basic knowledge of Russian history but \fflO have never 
heard of the episode which is the subject of thi~ book. '!be interest which many merrbers take in · 
the postal history of the Allied Interventicn in Russia after World War I pranpts me to bring 
this history of another interventicn to their notice. Postal services are mentioned ooly inciden
tally, bit the story itself, especially when related to recent events in eastern &!rope, makes 
fascinating reading. 

In 1848 the Hungarians, led by Kossuth, attempted to secede fran the Austrian Elnpire and set up 
a -natiooal government in Budapest (see Mr Roberts' article ''lhe Russian Field Post Offices during 
the Austro-Russian canpaign in Hungary in 1849' - Rossica 106-7, 21-3). Austria aR;)ealed to the 
Tsar for military assistance in 'restoring order'; seeing in any popular m:,vement a threat to the 
sacred inviolability of absolute roonarchy, Nicholas acceded to this request and sent a Russian 
army under General Paskovich. After a canptlgn in which - as usual at that time - rrore perished · · 
fran cholera and other diseases than died in battle, the main Hungarian force surrendered to the 
Russians. 

Mr Roberts' narrative is both detailed and lucid. He explains the various oooplexities of inter
national relatiaiships and policies which influenced Nicholas in deciding to intervene; his acoount 
of the actual canptlgn includes numerous instances of the proolems faced by Russian OC'lllllaOOers 
operating in a ccnflict in which they had both de facto and covert enemies; and he ooncll.Des with 
a survey of the many unforeseen consequences of the interventicn. 

Research for the book took Mr Roberts to the p.tblic archives in Ialdal, Vienna, Cbpenhagen and 
Stockholm and to numerous lmiversity and private archives. For anycne enbarking on the study of 
Russian history in the 1840s and 1850s the list of citations and extensive bibliogra{ily alone 
would make this book a valuable acquisition. Mr Roberts is to be congratulated on a IIDdel of 
historical writing. 

Mr Roberts,~ is a l1IEld:)er of the HSU>, assures me that there is very little chance of caning 
across any 'campaign letters' - he has tried! can any l1IEld:)er prove him a pessimist ? 

- George Henderson 
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A Tale of Two Catalogues 

~Ict£L-OST 1991/92 and STANLEY GI8'30NS PART 10, 4TH EDITION 

'Ibis AutlD'lll we have been blessed with the appearance of new editions of the t'A'O tOOSt pop.ilar 
catalogues in D.u:ope for our s.i;:heres of collecting. 'lhe Michel Ost covers all of Fastem D.u:ope, 
wile the faJOOUS SG Part 10 covers all territories camected with Russia, past and present. 

To start with the latter, this editioo sees sane fairly far-reaching changes in sane sections. 
'lhe section en Batuin has been o:npletely rewritten, and nuch detailed infonnatioo has been added 
to various sections, the Berlin issues of Lithuania being a prime example. 

Prices have risen alJoost everyMlere. In the early Imperial sectioo, mint stamps have risen con
siderably. Mint copies of nos.3 and 4 will now set yoo back £2750 (fran £1700) and £3000 (fran 
£2200), respectively ! Actually, oanpared to other classic early D.u:opean stamps, that's not as 
outrageous as it sounds, considering the roodest numbers issued. 'lbe Vertically Laid Paper varieties 
have also gone up enm:m:,usly, fran £825 to £1350 for the three (SG 35-37). 

'lhe Soviet sectioo shCMS the opposite effect: mint stamps have increased roodestly, but here the 
used stamps have gene up enm:m:,usly. 'lbe imperf 1.eppelins (SG 659-661B) have zoaned fran £1200 to 
£3000 ! Again, considering that these only occur used cro or oo 'Rosenberg'-oovers, that's not 
so mad as it sounds. Price increases of 100\ are not unoamai for other used stamps. 

'lhe civil war issues continue to go up, but at a roodest pace. It is very interesting to see a 
nmber of changes in the Siberia sectioo. 'lbe Nikolaevsk-na-1\nur issue is now adomed with a 
footnote expressing doubt if the stamps exist postally used, a IOOSt interesting carment w.ich I 
W0Uld like to see added to the Wrangels ! Many varieties have been added to the listings for the 
first time, the Kolchak sectioo benefiting the IOOSt. I believe I see the fine hand of our member 
George Werbizky in this. Well done. 

It W0Uld be a very boring review if I W0Uld now continue to note price increases throughout the 
400 pages of the catalogue. Let me instead focus on what has been added, and what is still missing. 
Additions include - apart fran the inevitable new issues - the Czech Legioo stamps, and the Polish 
Legioo stamps of 1918 and 1942. I believe the addition of the former is a big mistake. Repeat after 
me: 'DIE C'ZEXll LEm:CN ISSUES ARE NO!' FOOTAGE STAMPS BUI' OWUTY LABEr.S, AS THEY DID NO!' PREPAY 
FOOTAGE BUI' CXXJLD BE ADDED VOWNTARILY. So what are they doing in this fine catalogue? 'lbe Polish 
iss~ on the other hand, are a welcane additioo to the 1918-1923 sectioo. 

Missing: .i;:hilatelic tax stamps (in preparatioo for the next edition) and the 1990-1991 issues of 
Lithuania. 'lbe latter will be legitimised retroactively by mentiooing them in the December 1991 
SG catalogue supplement in stamp M'.xlthly. Acyually, I thought GiJ:ixcs' excuse for not listing them 
was a bit lame, but perhaps I'm prejooiced ••• 

Final verdict: the best catalogue in our field. Indispensable. Buy. (£16.50) 

'lbe Michel catalogue is an entirely different propositioo. Not only does it cover all of Fastem 
D.u:ope, it also has oodles of extra informatioo. For the Soviet issues of the 20s and the 30s, 
Michel lists things like colour proofs and numbers issued. 'lbe latter figures occasiooally tend 
to make the jaw sag. We are used to thinking about Soviet stamps in terms of millions and millioos 
issued, but sane issues of the 30s were actually issued in numbers as low as 40,000 ! Coosidering 
how many collectors of Soviet stamps there 1111St be worldwide (and deducting the usual percentage 
due to loss) we are left with the oonclusioo that these issues are terribly uooervalued, oanpared 
to sane other issues. 'lbe Michel catalogue is therefore both roore general (including more countries) 
and mare specialised (including mare informatioo) than the SG, making any oanparisoo very difficult. 
I bought both. 'lhe SG only ai:pears every four years or so, and the Michel (tM65) every t'A'O years, 
so if I skip every other Midlel the yearly expenditure oo catalogues remains within bounds. Having 
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them both is very useful: the Michel does contain bits the SG doesn't (proofs, print runs, 
prl.latelic tax stamps, new issues of Lithuania, other 00\mtries of Eastern Europe), and vice 
versa (the Wrangels ••• ). And the SG is very handy to take aloog, Mlile the Michel is a bit 
weighty. 

Why not go mad and buy both ? 

Incidentally, fran this review aie can see the contours of the Ideal catalogue a~ing quite 
clearly. While we're wishing, a listing of the Postmaster Provisiooals (as in the French Yvert 
& Tellier catalogue) and a thematic subject index (ditto) would really c:,c:q,lete this ideal 
catalogue. Gentlemen, the ball is in your court. 

76 

Note from the Editor 

Owing to time-space restrictions, the second instalments 

of 'Lithuanian Chronicle' and 'The Hand of Stalin' have. 

been postponed to next issue. The Editorial has been 

caught in the Big Crunch as well, and was last seen trying 

to escape from a keyboard ••• 
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